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This study attempted to examine how did the types and amount of
risk perceived, information sources used and types of information sought
vary for different people at different stages of the consumer decision
process, as well as how did variations in information acquisition relate
to variations in risk perceptions, in the purchase of personal computer.
A review of literature indicated that this was the first study
which introduced the concept of decision process and stages in the
perceived risk theory.
The purposive sample data (N=480) for this non-experimental survey
came from mail questionnaires to all full members (N=1,390) of the
Hong Kong Computer Society. All the respondents were computer profess-
ionals with at least two years working experience in the electronic data
processing field. They were either potential purchaser (considering to
buy) or recent purchasers (bought in 1982 to 1984) of personal computer.
The findings indicated that most respondents viewed personal
computer as a moderate to high risky product in overall terms. Most
respondents perceived high levels of financial, psychological, future
alternative, performance and time risk, and low level of social risk..
All respondents could identify their own stages (knowledge, evalu-
ation, post-purchase) in the decision process. Distribution of
respondents in three stages were comparable in number, with no statisti-
cal differences in demographics and occupation, and statistically
differed in frequency of using computer and price range of computer
considered/bought.
Findings indicated that risk perceptions for respondents in know-
ledge and evaluation stages were very much the same, except that
perceived importance of future alternative risk was more profounding
for respondents in evaluation stage. However, for overall perceived
risk and three types of risk (financial, performance, psychological),
mean risk scores for respondents in post-purchase stage were lower
than that in knowledge and evaluation stages (pre-purchase stages).
Most of the respondents were active information seekers. The
average number of information sources used and information items sought
were 6.6 and 7.7 respectively (out of maximum of 8).
Information sources used and types of information sought for
respondents in different stages were very similar, except that respondents
in evaluation stage used a greater number of information sources and
information items, indicating.a more active information acquisition.
Respondents in all three stages found non-marketer dominated
sources more helpful than marketer dominated sources. Respondents in
post-purchase stage found personal sources more helpful than impersonal
sources. In addition, respondents in all three stages found factual
information more helpful than evaluative information, and product
attributes more helpful than brand attributies.
For most respondents, information acquisition did not terminate
after purchase. However, there was indication that information
acquisition for respondents in post-purchase stage was less active in
comparison to respondents in pre-purchase stages.
As there was a lack of differentiation between knowledge and
evaluation stages in terms of risk perceptions and information acquisi-
tion, the consumer decision process could be simplified tq consist of
only two stages: pre-purchase and post-purchase stages.
The results demonstrated significant positive correlations between
perceived risk with sources of information used and types of information
sought. In addition, respondents with higher perceived risk tended to
use more information sources and information items, and found them more
helpful. Furthermore, use of impersonal, marketer dominated, non-
marketer dominated sources, use of factual and evaluative information
could be statistically predicted by risk perception variables by
multiple regression analysis.
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People always have the experience of buying things. Sometimes
they buy in a hurry as they have an urgent need. Sometimes they think
over for a long period of time before reaching the final decision.
Their behaviors differ for different purchase decisions. For the
buying of daily items like toothpaste, people may develop brand
loyalty and make routinized decisions. For the buying of more
expensive durables or newly marketed products, people may go over a
number of steps or stages, like checking price and quality for
different brands, discussing with friends, before they purchase a
specific brand or model. Here comes the idea of conceptualizing
consumer behavior as a decision process with different stages.
Different perspectives have been used to account for the consumer
behavior throughout the decision process. One of the frequently
quoted perspectives was Bauer's 'risk perception' approach. Bauer
(1960) argued that consumer behavior involves risk in the sense that
any action of a consumer will produce consequences which he cannot
anticipate with anything approximating certainty, and some of which at
least are likely to be unpleasant (P.24). Bauer (1960) proposed that
consumers would engage in 'risk-reduction' activities like information
seeking. The present study conceptualizes the consumer as a 'risk
perceiver' and examines his related information acquisition behavior.
Viewed as a decision process of different stages, at the
beginning, consumer may just have a little knowledge about a product
2class. Later, he acquires more information about the product and the
available brands/models. After evaluating the alternatives, he makes
the final purchase decision. These kinds of behavior have been
discussed by Myers and Reynolds (1967) as a process of problem-solving
behavior, and by Rogers (1962, 1971a) as the adoption/ innovation
decision process.
The consumer behavior chosen for the present study is the
purchase of personal computers. The product was newly introduced into
the world market in late 70's, and into the Hong Kong market only in
1979. The personal computer is becoming more popular these years and
there is a full variety of available brands and models. Potential
buyers are confronted with a complicated purchase decision on both the
hardware (i.e. the physical equipment used for computer data
processing) and the software (i.e. the set of programs and languages
needed to instruct the computer). With such a condition, study of
perceived risk and information acquisition behavior of the consumer
will be appropriate and rewarding.
The current study attempts to investigate how people at different
stages of the decision process vary in their risk perceptions and
information acquisition behavior.
This chapter first briefly discusses the basic concepts of
perceived risk'' consumer decision stages', 'information
acquisition' and their interactions, as well as the research problem,
and contributions of the study. Use of personal computer in Hong Kong
is summarized to shed light on the social significance of this study.
1.1 Basic.concepts
3As stated in the thesis title, the three key concepts involved
are perceived risk, consumer decision process and information
acquisition. The following six paragraphs will give a brief
introduction to these concepts individually, and then their three
different interactions.
Perceived Risk
Bauer (1960) was the frist person to discuss perceived risk in a
marketing sense. He claimed that consumer behavior involves risk in
the sense that any action of a consumer will produce consuquences
which he cannot anticipate with anything approximating certainty, and
some of which at least are likely to be unpleasant (P.24).
'Perceived risk' was studied instead of 'actual risk', as Bauer
(1960) argued that the individual can respond to and deal with risk
only as he perceives it subjectively (P.30).
In his original article, Bauer (1960) suggested several possible
alternative strategies for reducing risk, such as reliance on some
outside source for guidance, and seeking out information and
attempting to achieve the guise of rationality.
Perceived risk is conceptualized as a dual-component,
multifaceted phenomenon in the literature. The dual component of
perceived risk stemmed from the work of Sieber and Lanzetta (1964),
Cox (1967a) and Cunningham (1967a). The focus of these research
efforts is the individual's appraisal of the uncertainty/ probability
(i.e. subjective probability of loss) and consequences/ danger/
importance (i.e. the amount or importance of loss) of a purchase
4situation.
The multifaceted approach of perceived risk is studied by Jacoby
and Kaplan (1972), who identifies five types of perceived risk
according to five types of possible loss (Ii. e. financial, performance,
physical, psychological, and social) and a sixth type of loss (i.e.
time) studied by Roselius (1971).
The current study attempts to determine to what extent, the
consumers of the personal computer, perceive the different types of
risk and to evaluate the risk in terms of consumers' degree of
uncertainty and the degrees of importance of loss.
Consumer Decision Process
An individual's purchase decision is not an instantaneous act,
particularly in the purchase of product with high price and long- time
committment, like personal computer. Rather, it is a process that
occurs over a period of time and consists of a series of stages. A
number of research activites in marketing was designed to shed light
on the consumer decision process.
Myers and Reynolds (1967) identified the consumer decision
process as a problem-solving process, with stages of awareness of the
problem, gathering information, evaluating alternatives, deciding and
evaluating the decision.
Howard and Sheth (1969) identified three kinds of problem-
solving situation: extensive problem-solving, limited problem- solving
and routinized response behavior, which consumers faced and coped with
differently.
5Rural sociologists like Rogers (1962) postulated the 'adoption
process' which consisted of five stages: awareness, interest,
evaluation, trial and adoption. Later, Rogers (1971a) modified the
adoption process to yield the four-stage 'innovation decision
process', which included knowledge, persuasion, decision and
confirmation. Still later, Rogers (1983) added a stage of
' implimentation' between decision and confirmation.
Information Acquisition
According to Bettman's framework, information can be acquired by
actively seeking or by being confronted with. Bettman (1979)
suggested that information search can be further broken down into two
components: information sought from memory (internal information
search and retrieval) and information sought throught outside sources
(external search).
Bettman (1979) further characterized the external search by
direction (which pieces of information are sought, and from where), by
degree (how much is sought), and by patterns in the sequences of
information sought (what acquisition strategies are used).
The current research will study the direction of external search.
In other words, to know what information sources and types of
information is sought by the consumers of personal computer.
Perceived Risk and Information Acquisition
Cox (1967c) suggested that the amount and nature of perceived
6risk will define consumer information needs, and consumers will seek
out sources, types, and amounts of information that seem most likely
to satisfy their particular information needs (P.613).
The current research attempts to examine how the information
sources used and types of information sought varies in relation to
different risk perceptions.
Decision Stages and Perceived Risk
Little research was done to trace explicitly the perceived risk
at different stages of the consumer decision process, as it will
involve longitudinal or time series analysis. Throughout the research
literature, perceived risk was measured after the purchase decision to
infer the perceived risk during or before the decision. This
measuring method was criticized by Ross (1975). He argued that as
perceived risk measures were taken after the purchase had occurred, at
which time it would reasonable to assume that risk/dissonance
reduction processes had begun, and hence would likely contaminate
their responses to the risk measure (P.2). The current study solves
part of this problem by measuring perceived risk of different people
who were before or after the actual purchase. The results will give
insight on understanding of the risk perception profile along the
decision process.
Decision Stages and Information Acquisition
Rogers (1962,1971a,1983) had a number of hypotheses about the use
7of information source at different innovation decision/ adoption
stages. Rogers (1971a) hypothesized that mass media channels were
relatively more important at the knowledge stage, and interpersonal
channels were relatively more important at the persuasion stage in the
innovation-decision process (P.255). His hypotheses were based on
empirical research findings by Copp el al (1958), Rogers and Meynen
(1965), and Beal and Rogers (1957).
1.2 Research Questions
In summary, the current study seeks to answer the following
research questions:-
1) What are the types and amount of risk perceived by people at
different stages of the consumer decision process?
2) How does the information source used and type of information
sought vary for people at different stages of the consumer
decision process?
3) How do variations in information search patterns relate to
variations in risk perceptions?
1.3 Contribution of the Research
Bauer's (1960) original work on perceived risk has received t-he
attention and efforts of a number of authors, but mainly within the
United States. In a society like Hong Kong, there must be many
8differences in some important dimensions as economics, education,
income, mobility, and culture in comparison to the States. This study
is of value as it applies the same consumer behavior concept in a
different cultural setting.
This research extends the perceived risk literature in several
ways. First, it is one of the few researches to date that deals with
six dimensions of perceived risk in an Asian society. Second, it is
the first study to examine risk perception profile for different
people at different stages of the consumer decision I process in
contrast to the usual risk perception measurement after the purchase
decision. It is hoped that the introduction of stage concept will
enrich the present perceived risk theory. Third, the study
empirically test a new risk facet, 'future alternative risk', which is
particularly relevent to the purchase of personal computer. Fourth,
it is the first study to use additive model for the perceived risk
(instead of the usual multiplicative model), which is suggested by
Bettman (1972) to be a better model. Fifth, by dealing with a
specific and rapid developing product, the personal computer, it
extends work on information usage, which is related to information
sources and perceived risk in more general terms.
The research has great marketing implication too. This study
will enable the marketers of the personal computer to understand the
inherent worries of the potential consumers. Perhaps the marketer
should first know the kind of risk perceived by his customers and then
create a mix of risk relievers suitable for the combination of buyer
types and loss types.
As the research will also investigate the source and type of
9information used by the potential consumers, the marketers can draw
implications about where to place advertisements and what sort of
promotional efforts are likely to be most effective in reaching
potential buyers. The study also give insights for the manufacturers
and dealers of what type of information should be included in their
advertisements, catalogues and brochures.
1.4 Use of Personal Computer in Hong Kong
Probably no technological development since the invention of
television has come to be so quickly regarded as 'indispensable' as
the microcomputer.
Microcomputer is the name given to the group of very small, low-
cost computer system with a microprocessor (8-bit or 16-bit) linked to
simple input, storage, and output units. (Robichand, Muscat Hall,
1983) P.115).
Microcomputer has other names, like personal computer, business
computer, home computer, and educational computer, depending on its
function. For example, microcomputer for business task or installed
in a business company is sometimes known as business computer. In
order to have a more unified terminology, the name 'personal computer'
is used throughout the thesis. This is because the current study
attempts to investigate the purchase of microcomputers for personal
use, as distinguished from microcomputers installed in a company,
institute or organization. This research excludes consumers who buy
the microcomputer for the company, so as to reduce complexity of the
problem.
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Statistics on the micro facilities in Hong Kong are sketchy. But
it is significant that the Hong Kong Trade Development Council has,
for the first time, given micros a separate category in 1983.
Microcomputer imports for January-Feburary 1983 are (Asian Business,
July 1983, P.36):
Complete microcomputer systems, HK$7.6
million
* Complete microcomputer digital central
processing unit, HK$5.2 million
The overall computer market is estimated
to have grown by 30% between 1981 and 1982,
from HK$61.3 million to H-IK$98.4 million. But
within those figures the growth of the
microcomputer market is estimated to have
grown by 65%. While the overall 30% growth
rate is among the highest in the world, for
countries in the Asian region the base has
been very small compared with Europe, America
and Japan. Nevertheless in Hong Kong, as
elsewhere in the region, the microcomputer
revolution is well under way.
Competition of microcomputer has been very keen in Hong Kong as
the variety of models from various manufacturers is tremedously great.
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There are about 200 brands/models of microcomputer in Hong Kong.
However, active brands are estimated to be around 50 to 100. A list
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The price range of the personal computer varies from a few
hundred dollars (for Central Processing Unit only) and up to over ten
thousands (for the whole system). 'Mr Steve Kong of Asia Computer
Weekly suggested that there were mainly four classes of potential
buyers of personal computer in Hong Kong:
1) Tourists: they were attracted by the relatively low price of
locally made personal computers.
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2) Small to large business companies: the personal computers were
bought with relevent business usage package, like electronic
mailing, word processing, account and financial budgeting for
office automation.
3) Professional/ Managerial use: Professionals, like researchers,
architects, engineers and managerial level executives may buy
personal computer for more specialized usage.
4) Entry level user: students, hobby-users may buy low price
personal computer for entertainment, and learning of computer
language.
Yu (1983) discussed a number of motivations for buying personal
computers: as a sense of achievement, learning to write computer
programs, as educational aids, for entertainment, for organization
management, and for data storage and retrieval.
Although there is growing popularity in using microcomputers,
knowledge on computers seems to be rather limited amongst the general
public. The society witnesses an expanding demand for computer
technology and knowledge. With quite a number of alternatives
(brands/models), the potential consumers of personal computer are
expected to face a complicated task of choosing the best or the most
appropriate one. In addition, the personal computer market is highly
turbulent. The price of the hardware is rapidly decreasing. The
available software is ever increasing. New models are marketed
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frequently. These unique characteristics of the personal computer
market will create a high degree of uncertainty in the purchase of the
product. The consumers are expected to encounter different types of
risk and predicted to acquire information to solve the problem. In
this way, the current study gives insights on the use of communication




This review of the literature has been limited to a few aspects
specified in the thesis title. Only those areas which have direct
bearing on the thesis have been considered. For a more complete
review of all areas of perceived risk, Ross (1975) has provided a
fairly extensive review of the literature.
This chapter can be divided into two portions. The first three
sections are to review the three concepts of 'perceived risk',
'decision stages' and 'information acquisition' respectively. The




The importance of risk in marketing was first introduced by Bauer
(1960) who claimed that consumer behavior as involving risk in the
sense that any action of a consumer will produce consequences which he
cannot anticipate with anything approximation certainty, and some of
which at least are likely to be unpleasant (P.24). Bauer continued to
use the concept of perceived risk to explain consumer behaviors like
brand loyalty, opinion leaders, reference groups and pre-purchase
deliberations. Bauer also suggested several possible alternative
16
strategies for reducing risk, such as relying on others and seeking
information (P.30).
However, his remarks were based on his personal experiences and
observations, and without solid data support. Based on his logic,
many researchers set out to specify the meaning of perceived risk
through conceptual discussions and empirical research. Many of the
results were collected in Cox (1967c). Many other researches also
examined perceived risk and other consumer behaviors (e. g. Cox
1967a, b, c, Cunningham 1967a, b, c, Arndt 1967a, b, Arndt 1968, Hisrich
1972, Newton 1967, Taylor 1974).
Furthermore, the perceived risk construct has been incorporated
into two of the most widely recognized comprehensive models of
consumer behavior.
Engel, Kollat and Blackwell (1973) explicitly included perceived
risk in the external search and alternative evaluation stage of
decision-making (P.376-380). Howard and Sheth (1969) conceptually
dealt with it implicitly as one of the perceptual construct under
their term of stimulus ambiguity in their theory of consumer
behavior.
Despite the extensive attention on the concept, the literature
revealed no generally accepted definition of the term 'perceived
risk'. There were basically two approaches in the understanding of
perceived risk: the dual-component approach to examine the nature of
risk ,and/or multifaceted approach to study the type of risk.
The dual-component approach measured perceived risk as a function
of uncertainty and undesirable consequences. The multifaceted
approach identified and measured several basic independent
17
consequences (loss), e. g. performance loss, financial loss. The only
agreement in the research literature was that the term referred to
subjective risk, and not actual risk.
Recent researches have attempted to combine the two approaches
and conceptualize perceived risk as a dual-component, multifaceted
phenomenon.
As there is a lack of consensus for the conceptual and
operational definition across the studies, it seems advisable to
review various definitions of the terms and approaches used over the
past years.
2.1.2 Dual-Component Approach on Nature of Risk
One main stream of the perceived risk literature utilized a
two-component conceptualization of the construct which had a
probability/ uncertainty component and a consequence/ danger./
importance dimension.
Bauer's (1960) initial proposition has raised two components of
uncertainty and (unpleasant) consequences. Cox (1967a) suggested that
the amount of perceived risk is a function of (1) the amount that
would be lost if the consequences of the act were not favorable, and
(2) the individual's subjective feeling of certainty that the
consequences will he unfavorable" (P.37). The amount that would be
lost"... is a function of the importance or magnitude of the goals to
be attained, the seriousness of the penalties that might be imposed
for non-attainment, and the amount of means committed to achieving the
goals (P.38).
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Cox (1967a) concluded that consumers developed special styles for
handling risk and that these would be a function of the person's
personality, cognitive needs and style, and the degree of buying
maturity and experience (P.80). His article provided a framework for
measuring perceived risk. However, Cox's conclusion was based on the
intensive study of only two consumers. Here came the problems of
validity and generalizability.
Cunningham (1967a), like Cox (1967a), conceptualized risk as
being comprised of uncertainty and consequences. He defined perceived
risk in terms of 'chance', the perceived probability that a particular
event will occur, and 'danger', the severity of negative consequences.
The certainty of an event happening was measured by the question,
would you say that you are very certain that a brand of (product) you
haven't tried will work as well as your present brand?. The
consequence was measured by the question, compared with other
products, would you say that there is: a great deal of danger some
danger not much danger or no danger in trying a brand of (product)
you never used before? (P.84). The perceived risk scale was
constructed by cross multiplication of consequences scale and
certainty scale, based on the assumption that they are equally
weighted and that the gradations are spaced equally on both scale
(P.86).
By examining the content of the risk, Cunningham (1967a)
developed different types of risk/loss such as social consequences,
financial loss. As the three product categories studied: headache
remedy, fabric softener, and dry spaghetti, each had a unique pattern
of danger or loss perceived, he concluded that perceived risk was
19
product specific. Similar two-component approach was used by
Schiffman (1972), Arndt (1967) and Bettman (1973).
However, Bettman (1972) did find that when uncertainty and danger
are measured as defined by Cunningham, the two components are not
independent, and that the danger component is clearly more important
than the uncertainty component. Whether or not the relationship
between the two dimensions, uncertainty and importance, is additive or
multiplicative was also tested by Bettman (1972). In most of the
researches, multiplicative relation was assumed (e. g.` Peter and
Tarpey, 1975). Through both graphical and statistics tests, he found
support for the additive rather than the multiplicative procedure
(Bettman 1972, P.401)
Bettman (1973) also distinguished between 'inherent risk' and
'handled risk'. He defined inherent risk as the latent risk a
product class holds for a consumer- the innate degree of conflict the
product class is able to arouse, and handled risk as the amount of
conflict the product class is able to arouse when the buyer chooses a
brand from a product class in his usual buying situation (P.184). He
suggested that handled risk thus includes the effects of particular
brand information, whereas inherent risk deals with the riskiness a
consumer feels if no information is assumed. Bettman noted that these
two different types of risk had been confused in the research
literature.
2.1.3 Multifaceted Approach on Types of Risk
The other stream of perceived risk literature not only studied
20
uncertainty and consequences, but also recognized different facets or
types of risk. These studies attempted to predict overall perceived
risk by measuring several functionally independent varieties of
risk/loss. In the initial formulaion, Cox (1967a) had identified
three types of consequences of buying situation (i.e. psychological.
functional and economic consequences). However, not much elaboration
was made (P.80)
Later, Cunningham (1967a) developed five types of risk or loss:
social consequences, financial loss, physical danger, loss,of money or
simply a product that does not work (P.83)
Roselius (1971) analyzed four types of loss or risk (i.e. ego
loss, hazard loss, money loss, and time loss) in relation to eleven
ways of risk revievers. The losses were operationally defined as
follows:
1) Time loss: when some product fail, we waste time, convenience
and effort getting it adjusted, repaired, or replaced.
2) Hazard loss: some products are dangerous to our health or
safety when they fail.
3) Ego loss: sometimes when we buy a product that turns out to be
defective, we feel foolish, or other people made us feel foolish.
4) Money loss: when some products fail, our loss is the money it
takes to make the product work properly, or to replace it with a
satisfactory product (Roselius 1971, P.58)
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Roselius found that consumers associated different types and
amounts of loss with different buying situations.
In a later formulation, Jacoby and Kaplan (1972) identified five
facets of risk: financial, performance, physical, psychological, and
social risk. Furthermore, Jacoby and Kaplan argued that on a
conceptual level, these types of risk could be considered functionally
independent. While psychological and social risk were usually fused
and treated as one (i.e. psychosocial risk), Jacoby and Kaplan
maintained that the former should probably be reserved for situations
regarding how the individual perceives himself which the latter be
used to refer to the consumer's perception of how others will react to
his purchase( Jacoby and Kaplan 1972, P.383). The following
statements were the operational definitions of the five varieties of
risk included in their study. It should be noted that these
definitions focused on the 'probability' component of perceived risk
and the 'importance of loss' component was left untouched.
1) Financial risk: What are the chances that you stand to loss
money if you try an unfamiliar brand (of product), either because
it will not work at all, or because it costs more than it should
to keep it in good shape?
2) Performance risk: What is the likelihood that there will be
something wrong with an unfamiliar brand (of product) or that it
will not work properly?
3) Physical risk: What are the chances that an unfamiliar brand
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(of product) may not be safe, i.e. may be or become
harmf ul/injurious to your health?
4) Psychological risk: What are the chances that an unfamiliar
brand (of product) will not fit in well with your self-image or
self-concept, (i.e. the way you think about yourself)?
5) Social risk: What are the chances that an unfamiliar brand
(of product) will affect the way others think of you?'
Jacoby and Kaplan (1972) also assessed the interrelationship
among the varieties of risk. High correlations were found among the
varieties of risk. Most notably, correlation between financial and
performance risk were 0.655, and correlation between psychological and
social risk were 0.605 (P.391).
Lastly, the five types of risk were regressed against an overall
risk measure which was operationalized as on the whole, considering
all sorts of factors combined, about how risky would you say it was to
buy an unfamiliar brand (of product)? A nine-point scale for this
overall risk variable was used, anchored with 'not risky at all' to
'extremely risky'. They concluded that these five components
predicted overall perceived risk fairly accurately (i.e. 74% of the
variance in overall perceived risk was explained by the five measures)
(P.389). It should be noted that time risk was also discussed, but
not measured, and suggested for inclusion in future research.
Zikmund and Scott (1973) empirically investigated the nature and
dimensionality for risk, for three product classes: personal
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stationery, metal lawn furniture, and color television sets, which
ranged from low to high in overall perceived risk. They measured
specific risk consequences and these risk variables were factor
analyzed to identify principal risk dimensions. The findings showed
that all three products had ...dimensions relating to quality or
reliability and the reaction of significant others who might judge a
purchase (P-410) A new risk factor, not previously identified, was
'future opportunity loss', which is associated with the expectation
that an improved or lower cost product may be available at a future
time which would be precluded by a current purchase. They concluded
that the results of the study provided considerable evidence that
perceived risk should be treated multidimensionally and with regard to
the specific product class. They also suggested that disaggregating
perceived risk into product specific components in this fashion
provided much more information on why a product is perceived to be
risky.
2.1.4 Other and Combined Approaches
While most research had employed dual component approach on
nature of risk, or multifaceted approach on types of risk, some just
used one dimension (e. g. uncertainty only, Jacoby and Kaplan 1972).
In some cases, it was difficult to distinguish whether uncertainty or
consequences was being measured, e. g. asking the respondent to
indicate the one risk category among given choices, from very high to
very low, which expressed the amount of risk he perceived in the
purchase of a specific product in a specific buying situation (Spence,
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Engel and Blackwell 1970, P.365).
Peter and Tarpey- (1975) attempted to combine the dual-component,
multifaceted phenomenon in the conceptualization of perceived risk.
Peter and Tarpey (P.30) postulated the following model:-
where
OPR= Overall perceived risk for brand j
PLLj= Probability of loss i from the purchase of brand j
IL-1-= Importance of loss i from the purchase of brand j
n= Risk facets
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They employed the six risk dimensions (including time) proposed
by Jacoby and Kaplan (1972) and developed a model in which depicted
not only as a multiplicative function of probability of loss and
importance of loss but also an additive model of the various facets of
risk.
Factor analyzed results for the six risk facets with respect to
the six automobile brands in the study gave clear indication that
perceived risk was composed of two dimensions which would be labeled
expected performance and psychosocial dimension (P.37).
After the mid 70's, there was little research done specifically
on perceived risk theory. New perspective of information processing
theory evolved to explain various scopes of consumer behavior. How-
ever, perceived risk theory was widely accepted in the marketing of
new products. As computer was a totally new invention, in terms of
concept and practice, in the world market in late 70's and in Hong
Kong market in 1979, it was worthwhile to examine the purchase of
this new product in using the modified form of the perceived risk
theory.
2.2 Information Acquisition
Cox (1967a) argued that when the level of risk is more than is
tolerable, the consumer will take steps to reduce risk to a tolerable
level, by increasing certainty rather than reducing the seriousness
of the consequence. He further suggested that risk handling is
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information handling (P.80), which namely was how consumers acquire,
process, utilize, evaluate and transmit information.
Cox (1967c) used the concept of information handling as it
takes the viewpoint that consumers have considerably more initiative
in the communicating process. Rather than merely responding, they
acquire, process and transmit information in an attempt to satisfy
their information needs (Cox 1967c, P.10). Information acquisition
referred to the amount, nature and source of the information acquired
(i.e. how much and what kinds of information, and from what source?).
Information processing refered to the consumers' evaluation and
decision on what information to be used and/or to be stored in memory.
Information transmittion referred to the amount, nature, audience, and
initiative in word-of-mouth communication between consumers (Cox
1967c) P.11-14).
Bettman (1979) developed an information processing theory to
explain consumer behavior. The theory concerned with how consumers
acquire, organize and use information to make consumption choices.
This perspective was further elaborated by Sternthal and Craig (1982).
According to Bettman (1979), information can be acquired by
active seeking (information search), or being confronted with.
Information search can be further broken down into two components:
information sought from memory, or internal search and retrival, and
information sought through outside sources, or external search
(P.105).
External search can be characterized by direction (which pieces
of information are sought), by degree (how much is sought), and by
more detailed patterns in the sequences of information sought (what
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acquisition strategies are used) (P.111).
As this study will focus on direction of consumers' external
search, literature about source of information and type of information
will be discussed in the coming sections.
2.2.1 Sources of Information
As consumers are exposed to a variety of potential losses when
they make purchases, Bauer(1960) and Engel, Kollat and Blackwell(1973)
suggested that consumers develop specific strategies to reduce
perceived risk. Cox (1967a) noted, at least for the two consumers in
his study, that reducing uncertainty was far more common than reducing
unfavorable consequences as a risk reducing strategy. Sheth and
Venkatesan (1968) stated that, generally, the consumer cannot change
the consequences of using a brand. He can, however, change his
uncertainty about these consequences and thereby avoid an alternative
considered to have adversive consequences (P.307). However, to the
extent that the certainty and consequences dimensions are not
independent, as suggested by Bettman (1972), it could be assumed that
the risk relievers were functionally addressed to both dimensions
s imultaneou sly.
One of the risk relievers commonly suggested in the literature
was seeking out information for decision (Bauer 1960, Cox 1967c)
Cunningham 1967a, Roselius 1971a, Engel Kollat and Blackwell 1971, and
Taylor 1974) This section summarized the empirical evidence on
consumers' use of different sources/channels and types of information
sought.
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Rogers (1983) pointed out that it is often difficult for
individuals to distinguish between the source of a message and the
channel that carries the message. A source is an individual or an
institution that originates a message. A channel is the means by
which a message gets from a source to a receiver (P.198).
In this report, the term 'source' and 'channel' was used
interchangably to denote source/channel.
Cox (1967b)c) identified three sources of information, marketer
dominated communication channels (e. g. product, pricing', packaging,
promotion, display, personal selling, advertising, etc), consumer
dominated channels of communication (e. g. word-of-mouth), and neutral
information sources (e. g. consumer reports, articles) (Cox 1967b,
P.177).
Marketer dominated channels were those means, which were under
the direct control of the marketer. Consumer dominated or consumer
oriented channels of communication were all interpersonal sources of
information that were not under control of the marketer. Neutral
information sources were magazine and newspaper articles about
products that were not directly influenced by either the marketer or
the consumer (Cox 1967b P.178).
Cox (1967b,c) went on to discuss the characteristics of the three
sources. Marketer dominated channels may be valued for their ability
to present quickly, and often in a sophisticated manner, a broad range
of technically accurate, if only superficial information. The
information cost was generally low in terms of time and effort,. but
their trustworthiness and completeness were questioned (Cox 1967 b)
P.178).
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Consumer dominated channels were more costly in terms of time and
effort, but seen as high confidence value sources (Cox 1967c, P.606).
Consumer dominated channels were also flexible and can often be
tailored to meet an individual's particular information need. In
particular, information concerning product performance and social or
psychological consequences of a purchase decision were available (Cox
1967b, P.178- 179).
Neutral information sources were perceived as excellent sources
of performance information, but they did not provide any' psychosocial
information (Cox 1967c, P.607).
Cox (1967c) argued that all the three sources were complementary
in nature and consumers would turn to the information sources whose
perceived information characteristics seem most likely to satisfy
their particular information needs (Cox 1967 c) P.613).
Rogers (1971b) categorized communication channels into
interpersonal and mass media. Interpersonal communication was defined
as face-to-face interaction between two or more individuals. The
channel in the interpersonal situation was the individual through whom
the message was flowing. In this way, the source and channel could be
the same individual. Mass media was defined as all those means of
transmitting messages that involved a mechanism to reach a wide and
often noncontiuous audience (P.290-291). Rogers (1971b) pointed out
that interpersonal channels tended to be two-way, with high amount of
feedback, not highly selective in exposure, relatively slow speed when
communicating to large audiences, and with possible effect of attitude
formulation and change. Mass media communication tended to be
one-way, with lcxa amount of feedback, highly selective in exposure,
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relatively rapid speed when communicating to large audiences, and with
possible effect of knowledge change (P.291 Table 1). Rogers added
that interpersonal and mass media channels had different and
potentially complementary roles in creating various communication
effects (P. 290).
Andreasen (1968) incorporated both dimentions of personal/
impersonal and marketer dominated/ non-marketer dominated
characteristics of the source/channel. According to him, unit of
information may be presented to the customer through' any of five
channels: impersonal advocate sources (principally advertisements)
impersonal independent sources (popular or professional articles,
television, or radio programs) personal advocate sources (principally
salesmen or retail clerks) personal independent sources (family
members ,associates) and direct observation or experience (seeing the
product in showroom, in others' homes, undertaking trial installation,
and so on) (P.503).
Another way of classifying the sources was suggested by Bennett
and Kassarjian (1972). Bennett and Kassarjian identified four kinds
of information sources: personal commercial (e.g. salesman, service
personnel), impersonal commercial (e. g. product which is
significative, advertising which is symbolic), personal noncommercial
(e. g. family members, reference groups, social class), and impersonal
noncommercial (e. g. consumer reports) (P.8).
Similar classification was used by Engel, Kollat and Blackwell
(1973). They identified four kinds of sources: mass media, inter
personal, marketer dominated and non marketer dominated sources (P.
384-409).
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In some researches, sources of information were tested with no
classification of types (e. g. Newman and Staelin, 1973).
This study will adopt the classification similar to Bennett and
Kassarjian (1972) and Engel, Kollat and Blackwell (1973), due to its
simplicity and relevence to external information search.
2.2.2 Types of information
Unlike source of information, few attempts have been made to
develop meaningful typologies of the type of information consumers
use. There is much diversification in the literature.
Houston (1979) attempted to investigate consumers' evaluations of
different sources in providing specific information about purchase of
five durables. The specific information tested were: style,
durability, price, extra features or options available, and reputation
of the dealers offering the product. The findings indicated that
consumers used different sources for different information.
Advertising and dealers were considered useful sources of information
on attributes that allow the consumer to judge the nature of a brand
for himself, like style, price. On product attributes where direct
visual examination of a brand provides a less reliable basis for
evaluation".. like durability, independent sources are perceived as
most useful" (P. 142).
Bauer and Cox (1967) identified two kinds of information
characteristics: rational and emotional. They described that rational
communication "tell a person that a given course of action is likely
to lead to a successful outcome", while emotional communication aim
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only at raising the level of motivation of the audience (P. 474-5).
Cox (1967b) loosely discussed consumers need for performance
information, psychosocial information. (P. 179)
Howard and Sheth (1973) pointed out that consumers needed
information that aids in weighing and developing criteria for
evaluating brands under extensive problem solving, then information
to compare alternatives on the criteria under limited problem
solving, and finally, information about price and purchase condition
under routinized response behavior (P.528).
Engel, Kollat and Blackwell (1973) discussed the role of
different sources in providing information concerning price, quality,
performance, style, appearance, other product features and/ or
conditions of sales (P. 389).
Some researchers developed their own set of information to test
in the study, which was product and/or situation specific (e. g. Capon
and Burke 1977, Jacoby, Chestnut and Fisher 1978).
In studying the consumer informaion seeking behavior in durable
purchase, Capon and Burke (1977) used a set of information content
which consisted of brand name, consumer testing agency rating price,
and a list of about twenty-five product attributes.
Similarly, in studying information seeking behavior in breakfast
cereal purchase, Jacoby, Chestnut and Fisher (1973) used thirty-five
information items including price, net weight, brand name and
nitrition information.
Newman and Staelin (1973), in studying consumers use of sources,
give kinds of information they looked for. They concluded that two
types of answers stood out: information on performance and quality
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features, and information on price. However, not much elaboration
and details was made about the former type of information.
The types of information studied by Berning and Jacoby (1974) in
new product purchases were actual advertisement from print media,
price, package information, comments attributed to friends and
comments attributed to sales personnel.
Arndt (1967a) proposed to distinguish between factual
information and evaluative information. By factual information was
meant objective statements, and evaluative information was meant
personal opinion, subjectivity, and interpretation or evaluation of a
phenomenon (P.203).
Some researchers did not intend to separate between source and
type of inforamtion. The two were mixed together under the term of
type of information (e. g. Cox and Rich 1967, Berning and Jacoby 1974).
The current study will test eight information items. Four of
them are factual information about the product and the purchase. The
other four items are evaluative information about the product and
brand attributes.
2.3 Consumer Decision Process and Stages
The decision-process approach is one of the ways to analyze
consumer behavior. With this approach, a purchase is only one stage
in a particular action undertaken by a consumer. In order to
understand the act of purchasing, it is necessary to examine the
events that precede and follow the purchase. So, consumer decision
process is concerned with the procedure a consumer uses in reaching a
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purchase decision, as well as the procedure after the purchase. Many
researchers conceptualized the process in a somewhat different way. A
few approaches appropriate to the present study will be discussed in
this section.
2.3. 1 Problem-solving Process
Engel, Kollat and Blackwell (1973) postulated the decision
process as problem-solving process. It was an attempt' to describe
the behavioral processes that intervene from the stage at which
consumers recognize that some decision is necessary to the point at
which there is post-purchase evaluation of an alternative and its
attributes (P.46-7).
The problem-solving process consisted of five steps:
1) Problem recognition: becoming aware of or interested in the
problem
2) Internal search and alternative evaluation: gathering
information, instantaneously and unconsciously, from the memory
3) External search and alternative evaluation: gathering
information from external sources other than memory and
evaluating the alternatives
4) Purchasing: decision to buy and action through a purchase
process of selecting the appropriate retail outlet and engaging
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in negotiation
5) Outcome: post-purchase evaluation and further behavior
According to Engel, Kollat and Blackwell (1973), problem
recognition occurred when an individual perceived a difference between
the desired and actual state of affairs. Problem recognition
initiated the search for information to resolve the problem. The
information accumulated by searching one's own knowledge repertoire
(internal search), and external sources was used to evaluate
alternatives and made a choice. The consequences or outcomes of a
choice, satisfaction or dissonance, were retained and used to guide
subsequent decisions (P.44-67).
Barach (1969) combined the concepts of perceived risk and
problem- solving and argued that consumer's purchase represent
solutions to their problems as their buying decisions involve risk
and uncertainty as do all decisions involving money, social
acceptance, and personal happiness (P.315).
2.3.2 Adoption/ Innovation-decision Process
New concepts or new products present the consumer with a harder
task. It dealed with a special type of decision: the decision to buy
an innovation.
Studies of diffusion of innovation initiated in the field of
rural sociology. Rogers (1962, 1971x, 1983) had summarized a very clear
literature review.
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According to Rogers (1962, 1971a), an innovation was an idea
perceived as new by the individual (Rogers 1962, P.13, Rogers 1971a,
P.19), and adoption process or innovation decision process referred to
the mental process through which an individual passes from first
hearing about an innovation to final adoption (Rogers 1962, P. 76),
or final decision to adopt or reject and to confirmation of the
decision. (Rogers 1971a, P.132).
In the original formulation, Rogers (1962) proposed a five- stage
adoption process: awareness, interest, evaluation, trial and adoption.
At the awareness stage, the individual was exposed to the innovation
but lacked complete information about it. At the interest stage, the
individual became interested in the new idea and sought additional
information about it. At the interest stage, the individual mentally
applied the innovation to his present and anticipated future
situation. At the trial stage, the individual used the innovation on
a small scale in order to determine its utility in his own situation.
At the adoption stage, the individual decided to continue the full use
of the innovation (Rogers 1962, P.81-6).
The five--stage adoption process faced some critics. Rogers
(1971a) pointed out three of the deficiencies:
1) The process implies that adoption decision is the only outcome
and in reality, rejection may also be a likely outcome.
2) The five stages do not always occur in the specified order,
and some of them may be skipped, like the trial stage.
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3) The process may not end with adoption, as further information
seeking may occur to confirm or reinforce the decision, or the
individual may switch from adoption to rejection (Rogers 1971a,
P.101)
Seeing the need to modify the adoption process, Rogers (1971a, P.
103) proposed a four-stage innovation-decision as follows:-
1) Knowledge: The individual is exposed to the innovation's
existence and gain some understanding of how it functions.
2) Persuasion: The individual forms a favorable or unfavorable
attitude towards the innovation.
3) Decision: The individual engages in activities which lead to a
choice to adopt or reject the innovation.
4) Confirmation: The individual seeks reinforcement for the
innovation-decision, or exposed to conflicting messages, and may
reverse his previous decision
In the most recent formulation, Rogers (1983) added the
'implementation stage' between decision stage and confirmation stage.
The implementation stage referred to the stage when the individual
puts an innovation into use. At this stage, an individual concerned
how to use the innovation, what operational problems would occur and
how to solve them.
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Empirical support in the validity of stages in the adoption
process (Rogers, 1962) came from an Iowa study (Beal and Rogers,
1960). Rogers (1962) suggested four main types of empirical supports
(P.95):-
1) Beal and Rogers (1960) found that most farmer respondents
recognized that they went through a series of stages as they
moved from awareness to adoption.
2) Only 20 stages were skipped out of the possible 1,170 stages.
The fact that only a few respondents reported skipping any stages
provides some evidence that the stages concept is valid.
3) Respondents reported different information sources at
different stages.
4) Most of the respondents required a period of time, that can
often be measured in years, to pass through the adoption process.
This provides some indication that adoption behavior is a. process
and one that may contain stages.
Similar evidences for the existence of stages in the innovation
decision process were provided by Mason (1963, 1964), Beal and Rogers
(1957a), Wilkening (1956) and Copp et al (1958) among U.S. farmers.
In summary, Rogers (1983) suggested that stages exist in the
innovation-decision process. The evidence was more clear-cut for the
knowledge and decision stages, and somewhat less so for the persuasion
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stage (P.193).
Problem-solving process and adoption/ innovation decision process
shared some similarities in classification of stage as well as
description of behavior at different stages. However, the
problem-solving process emphasized that the motivation of an
individual was to solve a problem or a discrepancy between desired and
actual state of affairs (Engel, Kollat and Blackwell 1973) while the
innovation decision process emphasized that the motivation of an
individual was to make a final decision of an innovation (Rogers
1971a, P.132). For the former model, the individual made a decision
of a consumption product, while for the latter model, the individual
(farmer) made a decision of a new mode of investment, which the
demostratability of the consequences were usually more easy.
The three models were compared in the following figure (adapted
from McCarthy 1975, P.153)
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Problem-solving Adoption Innovation-decision
Problem recognition Awareness Knowledge




Fig.l Relation of problem-solving, adoption and innovation
decision processes
Similar conceptualization of consumer decision making into stages
was also postulated by a number of marketing researchers like O' briers
(1971), Barach (1969), Lavidge and Steiner (1961). However, their
focus of study was to account for the hierarchy of effectiveness of
advertising, which consisted of cognitive/ awareness, affective/
attitude and conative/ intention stages.
Rogers (1983) also identified three types of decision: optional
or individual innovation decision, collective decision and authority
innovation decision. Optional decisions are choices to adopt or
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reject an innovation that are made by an individual independent of the
decisions of other members of the system... Collective innovation
decisions are choices ...that are made by consensus among the members
of a system... Authority innovation decisions ...are made by a
relatively few individuals in a system who possess power, status or
technical expertise (P.29-30).
The present study will focus on the 'optional decision' of the
individual consumer, who is going to buy or has bought the personal
computer for his own use and not for his company or institute.
2.4 Perceived Risk and Decision Stages
When Bauer (1960) first introduced the concept of risk in
marketing, he clearly viewed perceived risk as not only related to
consumers' pre-decision information acquisition and processing
activities but to post-decision processes as well. He described
Festinger's dissonance theory as concerned with ...ways in which
people reduce perceived risk after decisions are made. Bauer
suggested that people would seek out information that firmed the
wisdom of their decisions (P.32).
Ross (1975) critized that in some research (e.g. Arndt 1967a),
perceived risk measures were taken after the purchase had /or had not
occured... and hence would likely contarminate their responses to the
risk measure. He suggested this type of research should be grouped
under the title of post-decision perceived risk.
So far studies have not empirically measured the perceived risk
at different stages of the decision process as it will involve
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longitudinal or time series analysis. This study gives insight for
this knowledge gap by measuring perceived risk for different people at
different stages of the decision process.
2.5 Decision stages and Information Acquisition
2.5.1 Decision Stages and Sources of Information Used
Seeing that the consumers have different information needs at
different decision stages, it is natural to postulate that consumers
will turn to the information sources whose perceived information
characteristics seem most likely to satisty their particular
information needs. This scope of study has been investigated by a
number of researchers like Beal and Rogers (1957 a, b 1958) and Sawhney
(1967). However, they were in wide diversification in research
methodoology. This was due to:
1) Difference in conceptualization of decision process and
stares,
2) Difference in classification of information sources, and
3) Difference in the tested innovations and target populations.
Despite of existing diversification in the literature, this
section attempts to investigate the common points in the findings and
suggestion for generalization.
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The importance of interpersonal and mass media communication in
the adoption process was investigated in a series of researches with
farmers by Beal and Rogers (1957a, b 1958), Copp el al (1958),
Wilkening (1956), Mason (1963, 1964), Rogers and Meynen (1965), and
Sawhney (1967).
Wilkening (1956) attempted to distinguish the farm information
sources "on the basis of their primary functions and the structural
and operational characteristics,- and to determine the role of
different sources in the process of accepting technological changes
in farming" (P.362). The stages tested were awareness,
decision-making and action. The sources were mass media, other
farmers, agricultural agencies and commercial sources. The findings
showed that the mass media was efficient dispensers of information at
the stage of initial awareness. Other farmers were the main source of
help in the decision- making stage as well as in the action stage.
Agricultural agencies were given most frequently as the source of
information for learning about the techniques of putting new practices
into action (the action atage). Similar role was played by commercial
source in the action stage to give information on the "when and how of
putting new practice into operation" (P.367).
Beal and Rogers (1957b) examined the use of information sources
(mass media, informal, commercial, agency, self) in the adoption
process of new fabrics by the farm homemakers. The stages tested were
awareness, information, application, trial and adoption. The results
indicated that mass media sources played the most important role.at
the awareness stage and decreased throughout the other stages.
Informal contacts played greatest role at the information stage and
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the application stage. Commercial sources of information played an
increasing important role from the awareness through the trial stage.
When regrouping sources in terms of personal/ impersonal, the trend
was that impersonal sources became less important and personal sources
became more important through the first three stages. Similar results
were found in Rogers and Beal (1958), Rogers and Meynen (1965).
Copp et al (1958) investigated the use of information sources
(magazine, radio) printed extension, oral extension, peer influence,
commercial media, classroom and others) in an adoption process of
three practices. The stages tested were awareness, interest,
acceptance and trial, as only a few respondents had passed to the
adoption stage. The findings indicated that there was not a
one-to-one relationship between the citation of information sources
and stages in the adoption process. In fact, mass media were very
important during the awareness stage. In the interest and acceptance
stage, the mass media were cited much less frequently, while
face-to-face sources were mentioned proportionately more frequently.
In the trial stage, print and oral media regained their importance.
Commercial media also had some importance at this stage (P.150-1).
Copp el at (1958) also suggested five considerations to account
for the differential use of information sources: 1)
institutionalization of information, 2) the temporal sequence of
information sources, 3) the possibility of negative recommendations,
4) scheduling limitions of the sources, and 5) the need for local
legitimation (P.153).
mason (1963, 1964) constructed a source-use index which measured
use of sources like mass media, authoriative, peer commercial sources
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to predict the adoption scale score of three agricultural practices by
means of multiple regression. The results indicated use of
information from all sources increased as farmers pass through the
stages of the adoption process (Mason 1963 P.466).
Mason (1964) pointed out that the dissonance theory developed by
Festinger (1957) would suggest some information seeking behavior after
the decision. Specifically, dissonance theory stated that the
presence of discrepent cognitions would lead to seeking new
information which provided cognitions consonant width existing
cognitive elements. Mason(1964) postulated that information seeking
might occur again after decision in order to obtain support for the
practice to reduce dissonance.
Sawhney (1967) replicated the five-stage adoption process in
India. The information sources were classified in personal-localite,
personal-cosmopolite and mass media sources. The findings confirmed
the decreasing importance of mass media along the adoption process,
and the increasing importance of personal-cosmopolite sources.
Sawhney concluded that use of information sources is the function of
dynamic relationship between the place of the information sources in
the social system, and the characteristics and needs of the farmers
(P.323).
Similar findings were obtained in consumer studies like Bauer and
Wortzel (1966).
As a summary, Rogers(1983) generalized that mass media channels
are relatively more important at the knowledge stage and interpersonal
channels are relatively more important at the persuasion stage in the
innovation decision process (P.199).
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Nevertheless, the research on stages in the adoption decision
process concentrated mainly on the rural sociology domain. Arndt
(1967) suggested that while the sequence of the stages, as originally
postulated, hardly applied to all products and practices, and for all
individuals, the concept of a decision process composed of stages is
supported by empirical data. There was an almost unanimous agreement
that (inter)personal communication was the most important source of
information in the later stages, particular in the evaluation stage
while mass media were most important in the awareness stage.
2.5.2 Decision Stages and Types of Information Sought
As pointed out in the previous section, researches about type of
information sought were scarce. The following section att.emps to
present the rare studies.
Wilening (1956) investigated the use of different sources for
different types of information in the adoption of a new farm practice.
The three types of information tested were (1) hearing about the
change, (2) information of help in deciding whether to try out the
change, and (3) instructions in how to put the change into effect.
Mason (1964) attempted to distinguish types of information that
occur before and after the adoption. He argued that before adoption,
the individual is likely to be making instrumental communicatory
responses of how to implement a new practice or idea. After
adoption, the individual is likely to be making consummatory
communicatory responses of getting support for the adopted practice
and information that may reduce dissonance (P.52).
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Cox (1967c) suggested that at early stages in the buying process,
the consumer was content with acquiring facts and was not yet
concerned with evaluative information or psychosocial information
(P.606).
2.6 Perceived Risk and Information Acquisition
2.6.1 Perceived Risk and Sources of Information Used
According to the theory of perceived risk (Bauer 1960), consumers
when faced with a purchase situation in which risk was involved, would
attempt to reduce that risk through diferent alternative strategies.
Since risk is generally coneptualized as a dual-component,
multi-faceted phenomenon (refer to previous section 2.1), it seems
reasonable that any risk reduction strategy should he operating on one
of these two components and/or some of these types (facets) of risk.
Information acquisition is one common way suggested in the literature
to reduce perceived risk.
Cox (1967c) postulated that the nature and amount of risk will
define information needs and that consumers will, to the extent
indicated, turn to the information sources whose perceived information
characteristics seem most likely to satisfy their particular
information need (P.613).
Similarly, Lutz and Reilly (1973) hypothesized that the consumer
tends to select those sources which will most likely provide him with
uncertainty-reduction information for the type of risk he perceives to
be greatest in that situation (P.393).
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Cox (1967c) predicted that consumer dominated sources would be
used when: 1) performance risk is sufficiently high, 2) psychosocial
risk is sufficiently high to justify the time and effort required, and
3) perceived risk is high and consumers are anxious to avoid mistakes
and hence, want negative or unfavorable information. Marketer
dominated sources would most likely be used when (1) perceived risk is
moderate or slight, (2) perceived risk is relatively low and is mainly
the result of performance uncertainty and (3) the time and effort
required to obtain information from alternative sources is not
justified (P.605-6).
Recent studies confirmed some of the above hypotheses.
Cunningham (1967b), in analyzing survey data of 1200 housewives,
demonstrated that consumers perceiving high risk were more likely to
engage in interpersonal communication than were those perceiving low
risk. Furthermore, high perceived risk respondents were more likely
to be exposed to negative brand recommendations. Cunningham also
found that consumers high in perceived risk were more likely to seek
information actively (P.287).
Cunningham (1967b) also included a measure of generalized self-
confidence (to infer phychosocial uncertainty). He concluded that
respondents high in generalized self confidence and perceived risk
were most likely to engage in word-of-mouth communication those low
in self-confidence and perceived risk were least likely. Similar
findings were obtained by Arndt (1967b).
Cunningham (1967a) also hypothesized that those high in perceived
risk would use more sources of product information and more
trustworthy sources.
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Roselius (1971) examined different risk reduction methods in
relation to different risk dimensions. The study revealed that
word-of--mouth communication stood out consistently as an important
risk relievers for time risk, ego risk and money risk. However, the
study did not explicitly consider other sources of information, which
may be expected to become important when a different type of perceived
risk is dominant.
Newton (1967) speculated that when the consumer perceived a
higher degree of performance risk, he would be engaged in
problem-solving behavior and were more likely to respond to a
technical competent source. However, under a high degree of social
risk, he would be engaged in approval-seeking behavior and were more
likely to respond to a personal acceptable source (P.589). Obviously,
the consumer may face both social and performance risk (as well as
other types of risk) in any purchase situation. The general
proposition offered by Newton was that a consumer will be more likely
to respond to an appeal which reassures him or reduces his risk on
that dimension on which he perceives the greatest risk (P.584).
Lutz and Reilly (1973) tried to investigate the types of
information source utilized by the consumer in his efforts to reduce
two types of risk (performance and social risk). The information
sources were classified into five catagories according to Andreasen
(1968): impersonal advocate, impersonal independent, personal
advocate, independent, and direct observation/experience. Lutz and
Reilly hypothesized that under high perceived social risk, the
consumer tended to utilize personal source. Under high perceived
performance risk, the consumer tended to utilize impersonal sources of
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information. Findings indicated that consumers tended to use more
source of information with high perceived performance risk, and this
relation was less significant for social risk. Analysis of data
revealed that word-of-mouth and/or personal experiences and
observations were important source of information under low or
moderate levels of risk. Lutz and Reilly also found that consumers
tended to prefer direct observations and personal experiences over
secondary sources, and if a secondary source was used, personal
independent source was most preferred (P.400-2).
Care should be taken to interpret Lutz and Reilly's results, as
the study was an experimental treatment of hypothetical purchase
situations by means of role play, rather than a survey of actual
purchase behavior.
Bauer and Wortzel (1966), in a study of the physician and his
sources of information about drugs, found that information from both
commercial and scientific sources play a part in the physician's
decision to prescribe a drug. However, as the severity of the illness
increases and as the treatment becomes less well understood( a more
risky situation), scientific and noncommercial sources of information
become increasingly important.
In sum, consumers faced different types of risk to different
extents. With a need to reduce risk, the consumer would seek for
information from a variety of sources available. The choice of
information source was to select those which would most likely provide
him with uncertainty-reducing information for the type of risk he
perceives to be greatest in that situation.
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2.6.2 Perceived Risk and Types of Information Sought
Little research had been done specifically in this topic.
Despite of this, still a few findings could be quoted to give some
highlights.
Cunningham (1967b) intended to use perceived risk as a factor in
informal consumer communication. The findings indicated that those
high/ medium risk perceivers, were more likely to be involved in
positive brand recommendation. Respondents with high perceived risk
were more likely involved in conversations about negative brand
information (P. 274-5).
Cox (1967c) postulated that high risk perceivers, who were
anxious to avoid mistakes, would seek for negative information
(P.606). Furthermore, he also predicted that consumers high in
psychosocial risk would be more likely to seek for psychological
information (P.611). However, Cox neither specified the content and
definition of psychosocial information nor illustrated them with
examples.
The current study will identify five product related information
items, two brand attributes and one psychological information item.
Consumer's use of these information items will be investigated in




3. 1 Research Objectives
The objectives of the current study are as follows:-
1) To examine the types and amount of risk perceived by different
consumers in different stages of the decision process
2) To examine the sources and types of information that different
consumers sought in different stages of the decision process
3) To examine the sources and types of information that the
consumer sought in relation to types and/or amount of risk
perceived
3.2 Definition of Terms
3.2.1 Perceived Risk
Perceived risk is the subjective feeling of possibility of loss and
importance of loss by the consumer in the purchase of a product.
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3.2.2 Types of Risk
Types of risk are risk classified by the different types of loss. In
the current study, six types of risk are measured. They are listed
below:-
Financial Risk: The risk that if the product breaks down, it
leads to a money loss to replace or repair it.
Time Risk: The risk that if the product breaks down, it leads to
a loss of convenience as it takes time to repair it.
Performance Risk: The risk that the product may not do as well as
expected and leads to a loss of performance.
Psychological Risk: The risk that the consumer may feel bad if he
made a poor purchase and leads to a loss of self-esteem.
Social Risk: The risk that consumer may lose face if he made a
poor purchase and leads to a social loss.
Future Alternative Risk: The risk that an improved model may be
marketed in the near future and leads to a loss of a better
choice.
3.2.3 Consumer Decision Process and Stages
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Consumer decision process is the process through which the consumer
makes a purchase decision. The process consists of three stages:
knowledge, evaluation and post-purchase stages.
Knowledge Stage: The stage at which a consumer has some interesr_
in the product. He thinks he may buy one, but not so sure when.
He is trying to know more about the product. However, he has not
come to compare brands /models.
Evaluation Stage: The stage at which a consumer has some basic
knowledge about the product. He is going to buy one in near
future. However, there is no definite deadline for the purchase.
He is comparing different brands /models to choose the best buy.
Post-purchase Stage: The stage at and after which a consumer
makes a purchase decision.
3.2.4 Consumer Information Acquisition
Consumer information acquisition is the active seeking of information
from external source other than memory. In the current study, this
term is specifically confined to the source and type of information
used/ sought by the consumer.
3.2.5 Source of Information
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Source of information is either the individual/an institution that
originates a message or the means by which a message gets from the
communicator to the communicatee. Sources are classified according to
their characteristics of marketer dominated/ non marketer dominated,
and impersonal/ personal.
Marketer dominated sources are sources of which the manufacturers
or the marketers have direct control.
Non-marketer dominated sources are sources of W11ich the
manufacturers or the marketers do not have direct control.
Impersonal sources are means of transnd tting i-iiessages that
involve a mass medium, which enables a source of one or a few
individuals to reach a large group of audience rapidly.
Personal sources are means of transmitting messages that involve
a face-to-face interaction between two or more ind Lvidials.
The two ways of categorization are not mutually exclusive. An
individual source can be classified as both marketer dominated or
non-marketer dominated and personal or impersonal, e. talking with
sales person is marketer dominated and personal source.
3.2.6 Type of Information
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Type of information is the classification of message content into
factual information and evaluative information.
Factual information is information of fact about the product or
the purchase.
Evaluative information is information of comments and conclusion-c
of evaluation of the performance of the product, or opinion about
the purchase.
3.3 Research Hypotheses
3.3.1 Perceived Risk and Decision Stages
Hypotheses
H 1: Perceived risk for people in the evaluation stage will be
higher than that for people in the knowledge stage
H 2: Perceived risk for people in the post-purchase s tage will
be lower than that for people in the evaluation stage.
As the consumer approach from knowledge stage to evaluation
stage, his psychological and time comas ttment will increase. Bauer
(1960) argued that the consumer decision would cost him frustration
and blisters, and he could seldom anticipate the few possible
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consequences with a high degree of certainty (P.24). In this way,
perceived risk will be higher in the evaluation stage than that in the
knowledge.
After the purchase, the consumer may experience post-purchase
dissonance about existence of desirable unchosen alternatives (Engel,
Kollat and Blackwell 1973, P.536).
However, in the purchase of a personal computer, dissonance
cannot be reduced by changing the purchase decision, as usually the
product is sold on 'no-return' basis. Consumers will try to absorb
the feeling of discomfort. In addition, after the decision is made,
the consumer will be released from the state of uncertainty. Hence,
the perceived risk will be lower for people in the post purchase stage
than that for people in the evaluation stage.
3.3.2 Decision Stages and Information Acquisition
Hypo theses
H 3: Use of impersonal sources is greater for people in the
knowledge stage than that for people in the subsequent stages.
H 4: Use of personal sources is greater for people in the
evaluation stage and post purchase stage than that for people in
the knowledge stage.
H 5: Use of marketer dominated sources is greater for people in
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the knowledge stage than that for people in the subsequent
stages.
H 6: Use of non marketer dominated sources is greater for people
in the evaluation stage than that for people in the knowledge
stage.
H 7: People in the knowledge stage will seek more factual
information than people in the subsequent stages.
H 8: People in the evaluation stage will seek more evaluative
information than people in the other stages.
Impersonal (mass media) sources and marketer dominated sources,
due to their characteristics of wide reach and easy accessibility,
will be more important sources of information in the knowledge stage,
as consumer in this stage is interested in the product and will try to
equip himself knowledgably for further deliberation. So, he will seek
more for factual information.
Consumer in the evaluation stage is mentally applying the product
to his present and anticipated future situation (Rogers 1962, P.83).
He will seek more for evaluative information to differentiate the
existing alternatives. In approaching decision, he will seek more
trustworthy sources for more complete information, including negative
comments. So, he will bypass the marketer-dominated sources.
Further, he will use more personal sources, to obtain tailored
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information for his individual need.
Consumer in- the post-decision stage will seek information from
personal sources to confirm his decision and to obtain psychological
and social support.
3.3.3 Perceived Risk and Information Acquisition
Hypotheses
H 9: There is significant positive correlation between use of
different sources of information and risk perception. In
addition, use of a particular type of source can be predicted by
types and amount of perceived risk, and their possible
interactions.
Specifically, the following sub-hypotheses can he postulated:
H 9a: There is significant positive correlation between use of
personal sources and perceived risk. In addition, use of
personal sources can be predicted by types and amount of
perceived risk, and their possible interactions.
H 9b: There is significant positive correlation between use of
impersonal sources and perceived risk. In addition, use of
impersonal. sources can be predicted by types and amount of
perceived risk, and their possible interactions.
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H 9c: There is significant positive correlation between use of
marketer dominated sources and perceived risk. In addition, use
of marketer dominated sources can be predicted by types and
amount of perceived risk, and their possible interactions.
H 9d: There is significant positive correlation between use of
non-marketer dominated sources and perceived risk. In addition,
use of non-marketer dominated sources can be predicted by types
and amount of perceived risk and their possible interations.
H 10: There is significant positive correlation between
information sought and perceived risk. In addition, a particular
type of information sought can be predicted by types and amount
of perceived risk, and their possible interactions.
Specifically, the search for factual information and
evaluative information can be predicted by the types and amount
of perceived risk. The two sub-hypotheses are listed below:-
H 10a: There is signficant positive correlation between factual
information sought and perceived risk. In addition, factual
information can be predicted by types and amount of perceived
risk, and their possible interactions.
H lOb: There is significant positive correlation between
evaluative information sought and perceived risk. In addition,
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evaluative information can be predicted by types and amount of
perceived risk, and their possible interactions.
The types and amount of perceived risk will determine the
consumer's particular information need. With this particular
information need, he will match the characteristics of the sources to
cater to his need. So, it will be possible to predict the use of each
type of source by the types and amount of perceived risk, and their
possible interactions. In addition, positive correlations are
hypothesized as respondents with higher perceived risk will be more
likely to use information source(s) and information item(s).
3.4 Operational Procedure!
3.4.1 Sampling
survey. PurposiveThe current study is a
sampling method is employed. The resultant sample (N= 480) comes
from the 1,390 full members of the Hong Kong Computer Society.
The Hong Kong Computer Society was founded in 1970 by 14 computer
professionals. Their objectives are to aid the development of
computing in Hong Kong, to provide a medium for promoting knowledge
and appreciation of computers and allied equipment and their
techniques and applications, and to foster and inform public regarding
the social implications of computerization. The Society consists of
about 1,400 full members, 300 associate members and student members
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who are individuals interested in computer.
According to the application form of the Hong Kong Computer
Society, a full member is one who satisfies a membership sub-committee
that he has at least two years experience and is engaging in the art
and practice of automatic computing, use and application of electronic
computers, or teaching and training of persons in automatic computing.
The population of the current study is aimed at (1) recent
purchasers of a personal computer, operationally defined by any person
who paid for the purchase of a personal computer in 1982 to 1984, and
(2) potential purchasers of a personal computer: any person who is
considering to buy a personal computer for his own use.
The population is so defined to exclude those purchasers who
bought the computer for a company, organization or institute. The
study will Focus on individual purchasing decision, without touching
the area of industrial buying behavior. In optional decision, the
purchaser has almost complete responsibility for the decision. This
will increase the need for risk reduction. In addition, recent
purchasers are selected as they are more likely to recall the
information acquisition behavior accurately than those early
purchasers. The latter are subjected to greater memory decay because
of the passage of time.
The members of the Hong Kong Computer Society are selected in the
sample because of the Society's large membership working in the
computer field, who are more likely to be interested in buying
personal computers.
The demographics and computer usage patterns of the respondents
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are as follows:--
86.9% of the respondents were male, and the other 13.1% were
female. Over half (51.7%) of the respondents were aged between 21 and
30, and 41.7% were aged between 31 and 40. Z cost of them (57.4%)
received post- secondary education and 21.7% attained post-graduate
education. Their personal income levels ranged from less than
HK$3,000 to over $12,000 and 45.4% of the sample had monthly income of
$6,000 to $12,000. The sample consisted of mainly computer
professionals or professionals working in computer related fields,
like computer auditing.
Majority (42.7%) of the price range of the personal computer
(central processing unit only) bought or considered was below HK$3,000
and 19.8% of the respondents was considering to buy or had bought a
personal computer with price over $7)000. Nearly all (93.7%)
respondents got access to computer. Most of the respondents (57.9%)
used computer over 4 times a week. Most of them reported occasional
difficulties or without any difficulty in computing. On the average,
they read three computer magazines regularly, The detail
distributions of the respondents' demographics and computer usage
patterns were given in Appendix II.
3.4.2 Measurement
Perceived Risk
Perceived risk is measured by a modified Peter and Tarpey (1975)
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model. Peter and Tarpey model was selected because it appeared to be
the most eclectic both in terms of its conceptualization and
measurement of perceived risk. The model of the current study is
formulated as below:-
where OPR= Overall perceived risk
PL= Subjective probability of loss i
IL= Subjective importance of loss i
n= Risk facets
The proposed model has one significant difference from the Peter and
Tarpey model that an additive function is used to replace the
multiplicative function of probability (possibility) of loss and
importance of loss. This modificatioon is due to two reasons:
1) Bettman (1972) tested the relationship between uncertainty and
consequences/importance, and through graphical and statistical
tests, he found support for the additive rather than the
multiplicative procedure.
2 )Assuming each pair of 'possibility of loss' and 'importance of
loss' have equal chance of occuring, frequency distribution of the
overall perceived risk by mulplicative and additive function will
be different. The frequency distribution of overall perceived risk
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for additive function is a normal shape distribution. For
multiplicative function, the frequency distribution of overall
perceived risk is a multi-modal, non-symmetric distribution with
many null-frequency overall perceived risk scores. The former is
prefered due to its simplicity, symmetry, and easiness of dividing
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The operational definitions for different types of risk are shown
in the previous 'section. They are adapted from Peter and Tarpey's
(1975) study and from Jacoby and Kaplan's (1972) study. Five types of
risk: financial, time, performance, psychological, social risk are
retained. Physical risk is eliminated in this study because nearly
all the respondents (N= 10) in the pretest found it irrelevent to the
purchase of personal computer. They responded that computer was very
safe in operation. In addition, this study also includes 'future
alternative risk', which is suggested by Zikmund and Scott (1973) and
have never been incorporated in empirical study. The respondents in
the pretest reached a high consensus of agreement in doing so.
To conceptualize perceived risk in multidimensional approach is
justified by Zikmund and Scott (1973). They claimed that consumers
evaluate products on the basis of a few principal attributes and each
represents a potential source of risk. Further, these attributes vary
across product classes. Disaggregating perceived risk into product-
specific components in this fashion provides much more information
about why a consumer perceives risk than overall measures such as
social or performance risk (P.411).
The wordings of the types of risk are adapted from Peter/ Tarpey
(1975), Jacoby and Kaplan (1972) and Roselius (1971) in such a way as
to facilitate respondents' understanding of what is being asked, and
therefore to increase both response rate and accuracy. Five-point
scales for 'probability of loss' and 'importance of loss' are used to
replace the seven-point semantic differential scales. This
modification facilitates consumer responses and does not adversely
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affect the interval-like nature of the data. The five-point scale for
'how probable will the loss happen' is anchored as 'very improbable',
'quite improbable', 'probable'. 'quite probable' and 'very probable',
(scored from one to five respectively). The five-point scale for
'importance of loss' is anchored as 'very unimportant', 'quite
unimportant', 'important', 'quite important', and 'very important',
scored from one to five respectively (refer to the questionnaire in
Appendix I, Q4 to Q9).
Addition of probability of loss and importance of loss of a
particular type of loss will give the measure of perceived risk for
that type of risk. The score for a particular type of risk can range
theoretically from two to ten. The overall perceived risk is
calculated by summing the perceived risk score for the six risk
facets. Theoretically, the overall perceived risk can score from
twelve to sixty.
Sources and Types of Information used/sought
Consumer sources and types of information used/sought are treated
as dependent variables and are studied in terms of their relationship
to perceived risk.
Eight information sources are selected and grouped according to
their characteristics, as shown in figure 3.
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Marketer dominated Non-marketer dominated
Impersonal Product display Consumer Report
Manufacturers Ad./ Computer magazine/
brochure/catalogue newspaper/ book
Personal Talk with salesperson Talk with casual friends/
family members
Talk with personnel in
computer exhibition Talk with computer
profess ionals /owners
Fig. 3 Sources of information and their classifications
The respondent is presented with a list of eight information
sources. For each source, the respondent is asked to rate it in terms
of use and helpfulness in five point quasi-interval scale, anchored
'Never used', 'used but rarely helpful', 'used and occasionally
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helpful', 'used and quite often helpful', and 'used and always
helpful', scored from one to five respectively (refer to the
questionnaire, Q2).
The respondent is also given a list of 'eight information items
grouped under factual information and evaluative information. The
four items of factual information asked are: price, hardware, software
support and aftersale service. The four items of evaluative
information asked are: brand/company reputation, ease of use, brand
popularity, and others' experience of buying or owning a personal
computer. Similarly, the respondent is asked to rate the information
items in terms of use and helpfulness in five-point quasi-interval
scale, anchored the same as for use and helpfulness of the information
sources (refer to questionnaire, Q3).
The sources and information items selected are based on a variety
of sources: a survey report findings about 'why buyers choose a
particular brand' (published in Micro-Asia, promotional issue, August
1983), books about how to choose personal computer, like Wels (1978),
and contents in the manufacturers' advertisement/ brochure/ catalogue.
Some of the wordings of the information items are modified in
accordance with the results of a pretest of the data collection
instrument to a convenient sample (N= 10) prior to presentation of
the thesis proposal.
Consumer Decision Process and Stages
The decision process is conceptualized to consist of three
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stages: knowledge, evaluation, and post-purchase stages. Respondents
will be given the operational definitions of the stages, and is asked
to determine his own stage in the decision process at the beginning of
the questionnaire. Pretest results indicated that the respodents
found no difficulties in the determination.
Price range paid/ considered for the central processing unit
(CPU) of personal computer together with four questions about access
to computer, frequency of using computer, frequency of encountering
difficulties in computing and computer magazine readership, are
included with the demographic questions and are treated as independent
variables to account for perceived risk.
In the analysis of perceived risk, the demographic data together
with the price range considered and computer usage patterns will be
treated as independent variables.
In the analysis of perceived risk and information acquisition,
perceived risk will be treated as independent variables.
Figure 4 provides a diagram which identifies the hypothesized
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Fig. 4 Diagram of hypothesized variable relationships
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3.4.3 Data Collection
After a pretest of the data collection instrument was completed,
the research data were obtained by mail questionnaire to 1, 390 full
members of Hong Kong Computer Society. The research instrument
consisted of a mail questionnaire which dealt with decision stage,
perceived risk, consumer sources and types of information used/sought.
These were supplemented with appropriate demographic, questions.
Questionaires were offseted on Chinese University of Hong Kong's
letterhead and the author was identified as a graduate student. The
questionnaires were sent out on Febrary 17, 1984 with an addressed,
stamped envelope enclosed. Respondents were asked not to identify
themselves by name so as to increase the response rate. Most
responses( N= 360) were received within the first week of the
mailing. The data collection time frame was extended to four weeks to
include the late respondents. By the end of March 17, 1984, 500 valid
cases were received. Twenty cases in which the personal computer were
bought before 1982 were dropped out, and 480 valid cases were left for
analysis. The resultant response rate was about 35% (480/1,390) was
considered to be quite high for mailing survey.
3.4.4 Methods of Analysis: Descriptive Statistics
Means and standard deviations for measuring aggregate levels of
six types of perceived risk, and their probability and importance
components will be included. In the case of the six types of risk,
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the range of response is theoretically scored from 2 to 10 (as
probability and importance components are scored from 1 to S, and
additive model is adopted).
Summing up the perceived risk for the six types of risk will give
the score of overall perceived risk score (theoretically 12- 60).
Again, its mean and standard deviation will be provided. Similar
approaches will be done on eight information sources, four types of
information source, eight information items and two types of
information. Their means, standard deviations and scales will be
provided.
Finally, frequency distribution of the respondents' demographic
data, together with the price range considered and computer usage
pattern for respondents in different stages of the decision process
will be presented. These data will be chi-square tested to check for
heterogeneity for respondents in 3 stages.
3.4.5 Methods of Analysis: Relational Statistics
Perceived Risk and Decision Stages
Perceived risk scores for each type of risk and overall perceived
risk are interval data, and consumers decision stage is nominal data.
To test hypotheses 11 1 H 2, method of one-way analysis of variance
will be used to test whether there are significant differences in mean
perceived risk (for each type and overall) between the three groups of
people in the three decision stages. Tukey pairwise comparison
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between mean scores for respondents in two stages will also be tested
at 0.05 level.-
Decision Stages and Information Acquisition
For each source of information, a five point source-use index is
adopted to measure its use/helpfulness (one to five). Summing the
source indexes across four sources grouped under impersonal marketer
dominated and impersonal non marketer dominated sources will give
source-use index of impersonal sources. In other words, individual
source-use indexes are summed across row or column (refer fig. 3) to
give source-use index for that type of sources. Theoretically, the
source-use index for any type of source (personal/impersonal marketer
dominated/non marketer dominated) can range from four to twenty.
For testing of hypotheses H 3 to H 6, the interval data for use
of a particular type of information sources is tested against the
nominal data of decision stages. Again, one-way analysis of variance
method will be used to test differences in mean source-use indexes
between the three groups of people in different decision stages.
Tukey pairwise comparison test will also be employed to test mean
scores between respondents in two stages.
For each of the eight information items, a five-point scale
information item use index is adopted to measure its use/ helpfulness.
Response for the four factual information items will be summed to
yield the factual information index (theoretically ranged from four to
twenty). Similarly, summing up response for the four evaluative
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information items will yield the evaluative information index
(theoretically ranged from four to twenty).
The two indexes will be tested against the nominal data of
decision stages by one-way analysis of variance. Tukey pairwise
comparison tests between mean scores for respondents in any two stages
will also be computed at 0.05 level. The results will be used to test
the existence of difference of the two indexes for people in different
decision stages (i.e. H 7 & H 8).
Perceived Risk and Information Acquisition
Correlation between perceived risk (six types of risks and their
components, overall perceived risk) and information acquisition (eight
information sources and information items, four types of information
source-use-indexes and two types of information use-indexes) will be
computed to check for significant correlation.
As stated in hypotheses H 9 H 10, the study attempts to predict
the source-use indexes and information indexes by perceived risk
scores. Since source-use indexes, factual information and evaluative
information-use-indexes, perceived risk scores for six types of risk
and overall perceived risk data are all in interval level, the method
of multiple regression is used. The dependent variables are
source-use indexes, factual information and evaluative
information-use- indexes (for measurement method, refer to section
3.4.2). The predictors are the perceived risk scores for six types of
risk.
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SUI : Source-use-index for measurement,
TUI : Information-use-index refer section 3.4.2
ao : constant
bt,ct : regression coefficients
It : perceived risk for the ith risk facet
It rj : interaction term of ith risk facets
n : risk facets
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3.5 Scope & Limitations
The current study conceptualizes the consumer as a risk perceiver
who acquires information from external sources to reduce perceived
risk. In the purchase of personal computer, the consumer is assumed
to go through a decision process which consists of different stages.
The scope of study is thus limited to 'perceived risk', 'decision
process', and 'external information seeking' approaches to the
understanding of consumer behavior.
As stated in the research objectives and research design, the
current study will focus on the perceived risk and information
acquisition behavior for consumers in different decision stages. The
scope of study is only specified to the purchase of the product--
personal computer and not specified in other variables like: mode of
shopping, personality of the respondents, and situational conditions
of the shopping environments.
This study suffers from three main methodological limitations:-
1) Research Design
The study tries to compare risk perception and information
acquisition for different people at different decision stages.
The actual differences can be accounted for by a variety of
sources, such as the demographic and psychographic differences
between the respondents and the different decision stages they
are in. Care must be taken in the interpretation that the
occurred differences are not accounted for by stage alone. The
actual risk perception profile in different stages can only be
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obtained by examining the same group of people over time, or in
other words, using a longitudinal research design.
2) Sampling
Sampling problems account for the other major limitation of the
current study. The sample includes only full members of the Hong
Kong Computer Society, who are working in the computer or
electronic data processing field. This restriction is necessary
to keep time and cost requirements within reason. Unlike the
general public, the sample will be more knowledgable in the use
of computer (not necessarily personal computer). One must
exercise caution in using the results of the study to make
generalizations about the whole population of actual and
potential personal computer purchasers.
3) Uniqueness of the Product
Seeing that the computer industry is dynamic and with many unique
characteristics, one must take caution in using the results of
the study to make generalizations about other new product
categories. Conclusion drawn from this study can only be used as
the most general guidelines to understand the behaviors of the
personal computer consumers at the moment under investigation.
In spite of the limitations, the data will be the best currently
available and to provide a framework of analysis to accomplish the




The purpose of this chapter is to present and discuss the
empirical findings of this study. This chapter is divided into six
major sections corresponding to the six major sets of analyses
performed.
The first section presents the distribution of characteristics of
respondents in three decision stages, and the results of chi- square
tests of heterogeneity of respondents for the three stages.
The second and third sections present the basic frequencies of
variables concerning perceived risk, and information acquisition of
the entire sample, without breaking into subsamples of respondents in
different stages. These two sections serve as guideline for readers
to know the risk perceptions and information usage patterns of the
entire sample.
The fourth, fifth and the sixth sections emphasize on hypothesis
testing. The fourth section tests hypotheses about perceived risk for
respondents in three stages. The fifth section tests hypotheses about
information acquisition for respondents in three stages. The last
section discusses the relationship between information acquisition and
risk perceptions.
4.1 Characteristics of Respondents in Three Decision Stages
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Among the 480 respondents, 129 (26.9%) identified themselves in
the knowledge stage, 131 (27.3%) were in the evaluation stage and 220
(45.8%) were in the post-purchase stage. The ratio of respondents in
three decision stages was about 3:3:4, and thus comparable in number.
Lapse of time in the three stages for the respondents were given
in Table I. Chi-square tests were used to check for existence o[
significant differences in demographics of respondents in the three
stages. The results indicated that the respondents in different
stages had no significant differences in sex, age, education and
income (Table II).
Although there was significant difference in the respondents' job
titles, they were all computer professionals or professionals working
in computer related fields like computer auditing (Table III). So
there was no significant difference in occupation for respondents in
three stages.
Chi-square tests were also employed to check for existence of
significant differences in the computer usage pattern of respondents
in the three stages. The results indicated that there were
significant differences in some aspects of their computer usage
patterns among respondents in different stages (Table IV).
A larger proportion of respondents in evaluation stage was
considering a higher price range product, while a larger proportion of
respondents in post-purchase stage had bought a lower price range
product. The respondents in knowledge stage and evaluation stage were
not statistically different with respect to access to computer. The
respondents in the post-purchase stage were the only group who got
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access to companys' as well as own computers, which was very obvious.
A larger proportion of respondents in knowledge and post-purchase
stage was very frequent users (used more than four times a week). The
respondents in three stages were not different statistically with
respect to the frequency of encountering difficulties in computing.
The average number of magazines regularly read by respondents in
knowledge, evaluation and post-purchase stage were 2.1, 2.6 and 2.5
respectively. The three means were tested by one-way analysis of
variance. The computed F-ratio was significant at 0.05 level,
indicating that the three means were statistically different,
indicating that respondents in knowledge stage read fewer computer
magazines regularly (Table V). The computer magazines read by most of
the respondents were Computer Asia, Asia Computer Weekly, Asia
Computer Monthly, and Micro-Asia.
In summary, the respondents in three decision stages were
comparable in number, with no statistical difference in demographics
and occupation, and were significantly different in the price range of
personal computer considered/ bought, access to computer, frequency of
using computer, and the number of computer magazines regularly read.
Their differences in some aspects of computer usage pattern might have
contribution to the differences in their risk perceptions and
information acquisition, as discussed in section 3.5.
4.2 General Overview on Perceived Risk
As expected, most consumers did perceive the personal computer to
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be a moderately high risk product. Table VI provided a summary of
risk measures for six types of risk and overall perceived risk. The
average overall perceived risk for the 480 survey respondents was
35.96, which was about 60% of the maximum possible of 60.0. There
were five out of six types of risk with sample mean scores over 6 (60%
of the maximum possible of 10.0). These five types of risk were
financial risk, psychological risk, future alternative risk,
performance risk and time risk respectively, in descending order of
risk scores. The high risk scores of financial risk, performance risk
and psychological risk were due to high scores in both the probability
and importance components. The high risk scores of time risk and
'future alternative risk were mainly due to the high scores in the
probability component. The only type of risk with mean risk score
less than 5 (50% of the maximum possible of 10.0) was social risk.
The exceptionally low risk score was due to both low scores in
probability and importance components. The very low score for social
risk suggested that, for most respondents, personal computer was not
closely related to group acceptance.
Among the six types of loss, loss of a better choice (future
alternative risk) and money loss were considered to be most probable
while social loss was perceived to be least probable by most
resondents. For importance of loss, performance loss and money loss
were perceived to be two most important losses, and again social loss
was least important. For the time risk and future alternative risk,
though the probability of loss was high, the importance of loss was
not so high.
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For all risk facets except performance risk, mean scores for
probability of loss were greater than mean scores for importance of
loss. For performance risk, importance of loss was scored higher than
probability of loss. This might imply that for all other five risk
facets, the fear of loss (probability of loss) was greater than the
actual loss (importance of loss). For performance risk, the actual
loss was so real that the actual loss (importance of loss) was greater
than the fear of loss (probability of loss).
The difference between mean scores for probability and importance
of loss varied from 0.06 to 0.70 (neglecing the direction). For
future alternative risk, the difference was highest (0.70), indicating
that most respondents found this risk very probable, but not very
important.
From correlation between perceived risk with demographics and
computer usage patterns, it was found that female respondents
perceived higher time risk and overall risk. Younger respondents
perceived higher social risk, and higher educated respondents
perceived lower financial risk. Respondents who considered/bought
higher price range computer perceived higher performance risk. The
frequent computer users perceived higher time and overall risk.
Respondents who read more computer magazines perceived lower financial
and overall risk. Risk perceptions had no statistical correlation (at
0.05 level) with frequency of encountering difficulties in computing
and income level.
4.3 General Overview on Information Acquisition
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4.3.1 Sources of Information Used
Total number of sources used was computed by counting responses
for the eight information sources with score greater than one (i.e.
the respondent had used the source disregarding its helpfulness). The
results indicated that all respondents did use one or more information
source(s), and most of the respondents (83%) used six or more
information sources. The average number of sources used was 6.6,
indicating that most of the respondents used a great number of
information sources.
Table VII provided a summary of information sources for eight
individual sources and four types of source. Out of the eight
information sources, five of them had average scores over 2.5 (50% of
the maximum possible of 5). Talking with computer owners/
professionals, computer magazines/ newspaper/ books were the two major
sources of information to most respondents, with mean scores of 4.10
and 3.52 respectively. Consumer Report got the lowest mean score,
indicating least helpful to most respondents. The least helpfulness
of Consumer Report was understandable as this magazine was not
specialized to provide information about the purchase of personal
computer. There were only two issues with contents addressed to the
purchase of personal computer.
In summing up individual source scores according to the
characteristics of the sources, four source-use-indexes for personal,
impersonal, marketer dominated, and non-marketer dominated sources
were constructed.
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All the four indexes constructed were scored over 10 (50% of the
maximum possible of 20), even though some of the composing sources
were scored below their original midpoint scale. This was the case as
one low score in a source type category could usually be compensated
by other high scores within the same category (e. g. low score of
Consumer Report was compensated by high scores of computer magazine,
manufacturer' advertisement, and product display to yield an above
midpoint score of impersonal source-use-index).
The four indexes, in descending order of their means, were:
non-marketer dominated, personal, impersonal and marketer dominated
sources. Their mean source-use-indexes were 12.67, 11.98, 11.43 and
10.74 respectively.
One had to bear in mind that the classification of the types of
source was not mutually exclusive. Each individual source was
classified into two source categories. That meant a high mean score
for an individual source could contribute to high mean scores of two
source categories. So, the results only indicated that personal
source was preferred to impersonal source and non-marketer dominated
source was preferred to marketer dominated source by most of the
respondents.
4.3.2 Types of Information Sought
Total number of information items used was computed by counting
responses for the eight information items with score greater than one
(i.e. the respondent had sought the item disregarding its
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helpfulness). The results indicated that all respondents did use one
or more information item(s), and most of the respondents (94%) used
seven or more information items. The average number of information
items used was 7.7, indicating that most of the respondents used a
very high number of information items.
Table VIII provided a summary of information sought by
respondents.
Unlike the use of information sources, all eight individual
information items were scored over 2.5 (the midpoint scale),
indicating that most of the respondents used all the tested
information items and found them at least occasionally helpful. Table
VIII summarized the use of eight information items and two types of
information. Among the eight information items, half of them were
scored over 4.0 (80% of the maximum possible of 5). Hardware and
software support information got the highest mean scores of 4.18 and
4.19 respectively, indicating their helpfulness to most respondents.
The information item with lowest score was brand/ company reputation.
This might imply that brand/ company consciousness in the purchase of
personal computer was not very high for most respondents.
From the results, there was indication that information about the
product and purchase (software, hardware, price, ease of use,
aftersale service, others' experience of buying or owning a personal
computer) was found most helpful to the majority respondents, while
the two brand attributes (brand/company reputation and brand
popularity) were found less helpful. As personal computer was newly
introduced into the Hong Kong market, brand images had not been
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developed fully. So, the information about brand attributes was found
less helfpul in comparison with information about the product
attributes.
In summing up individual information items into factual
information-use-index and evaluative information-use-index, the
results showed that factual information was found more helpful than
evaluative information. Factual information were scored over 16.0
(80% of the maximun of 20), and evaluative information were scored
over 14.0 (70% of the maximun of 20).
To summarize the information acquisition of the respondents, one
might conclude that most of them were quite active information
seekers. Their main sources of information were computer magazine/
newspaper/ book and talking with computer owners or professionals.
They preferred personal or non-marketer dominated sources to
impersonal or marketer dominated sources. On the average, they found
factual information more helpful than evaluative information. Seeing
that the respondents were mainly computer professionals or persons who
were working in a career in relation to computer field, their
information acquisition patterns would surely be different from the
general public. To this group of respondents, their access to
information sources like computer magazines and computer
professionals /owners would di f initely be of lower cost in terms of
time and effort, in comparison to the laymen. For the kind of
information they sought, the emphasis Teas on solid factual
information., rather than intangible evaluation of the computers'
performance. Perhaps the respondents had the confidence to use the
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basic factual information to draw their own conclusion about the
product's performance.
4.4 Perceived Risk for Respondents in Three Decision Stages
In order to test hypotheses H1 (perceived risk will be higher for
people in the evaluation stage than that for people in the knowledge
stage) and H2 (perceived risk will be lower for people in the post-
purchase stage than that for people in the evaluation stage),
perceived risk scores for each type of risk together with its two
components, and overall perceived risk were analyzed by one-way
analysis of variance. Two statistical tests were employed: 1) F-test
to check for significant differences among group means for respondents
in 3 stages and the overall mean for the entire sample, and 2) Tukey
test to check for pairwise comparisons of means. The results were
summarized in Table IX and figure 5a to 5d. For details of Tukey
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Fig.5 d) Overall perceived risk for respondents in 3 stages
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For financial risk, there was no significaut difference between
mean scores for respondents in knowledge stage and evaluation stage.
However,mean risk score for respondents in post-purchase stage was
significantly (<0.05) lower than that for respondents in either
knowledge stage or evaluation stage. The importance of money loss was
significantly lower for respondents in post-purchase stage than that
for people in both knowledge stage and evaluation stage. The
subjective probability of money loss for respondents in post-purchase
stage was lower than that for respondents in knowledge stage.
For time risk, there was no significant difference in three mean
cores (total, probability and importance of loss) between the
respondents in three stages.
For social risk, there was no significant difference in three
mean scores (total,probability and importance of loss) between the
respondents in knowledge stage and evaluation stage, as weil as
between evaluation and post-purchase stage. However,social risk and
mportance of social loss for respondents in post-purchase stage was
lower than that for respondents in knowledge stage.
For future alternative risk, the perceived risk and sub jcetive
probabilty of loss of a better choice was higher for respondents in
the evaluation stage than that for respondcnts in post-purchase stage.
The importance of loss for respondents in evalnation stage was higher
than that for respondents in either knowledge stage and evaluaion
stage.
Thc risk perceptions for performance risk and psychological risk
were quite similar. Teh mean scores for perceived risk, probability
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and importance of loss for respondents in knowledge stage and
evaluation stage were not statistically different, while the three
mean scores for respondents in post-purchase stage were significantly
lower than that for respondents in either knowledge or evalution
stage. Simiar pattern was held for overall perceived risk. The mean
overall perceived risk score for respondents in knowledge stage and
evaluation stage were not statistically different. The overall
perceived risk for respondents in post-purchase stage was
significantly lower than that for respondents in other two stages.
The research hypothesis that 'perceived risk for people in the
evaluation stage will be higher than that for people in the knowledge
stage' (Hl) was confirmed only for the importance of loss of a better
choice (future alternative risk), i.e. one pair out of 19 possible
pairwise comparisons was statistically significant. For the other 18
pairwise comparisons, mean perceived risk scores for respondents in
knowledge stage and evaluation stage were not statistically different.
The other research hypothesis that 'perceived risk for people in
the post-purchase stage will be lower than that for people in the
evaluation stage' (H2) was confirmed for 12 pairs out of 19 pairwise
comparisons, including future alternative risk, performance risk,
psychological risk and their components, financial risk, importance of
money loss, and overall perceived risk.
The results indicated that respondents in knowledge stage and
evaluation stage suffered from various types of risk to similar
extents. In other words, there was a lack of differentiation between
knowledge and evaluation stages in terms of risk perceptions. This
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might imply that once the respondents was thinking to buy the personal
computer, their- risk perceptions were very much the same, no matter
they were gathering knowledge or comparing brands. The exception was
that respondents in evaluation stage suffered from a higher perceived
future alternative risk than repondents in knowledge stage. It was
quite easy to understand this exception. Respondents in evaluation
stage was comparing brands and models in order to make the best buy.
There was usually no information about computer market conditions in
the near future, such as whether there would be any new models coming
up and when. So, the importance of this loss would obviously be
higher.
For respondents who had bought a personal computer, their risk
perceptions were significantly lower than that in the evaluation for
financial risk, future alternative risk, performance risk,
psychological risk and overall perceived risk. This might have the
implication that respondents in the post-purchase stage had most
likely absorbed the feeling of discomfort, or respondents were
released from the state of uncertainty after purchase. The consumer
might satisfy with the product, and hence with a lower risk
perception. One had to again bear in mind the methodological
limitation of comparison of different respondents in different stages,
instead of same respondents in different stages. So, the difference
in risk perception might not be due to respondents' stage alone.
In spite of the methodological limitation, the results did
reflect variations of risk perceptions for respondents in different
stages. These variations confirmed Ross (1975)'s criticism of many
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researches that only measured post-decision perceived risk, and would
likely contaminate the risk measure. In addition, the results
justified the introduction of the decision process and stage concepts
into perceived risk theory. Further research in this direction would
likely bring more fruitful findings.
4.5 Information Acquisition for Respondents in Three Decision Stages
4.5.1 Sources of Information Used
The average number of information source used by respondents in
knowledge, evaluation stage and post-purchase stage were 6.65, 6.90
and 6.43 respectively. The computed F-ratio was significant at 0.05
level, indicating that the means were statistically different. In
addition, Tukey pairwise tests indicating that responents in
evaluation stage used a larger number of information sources than that
in post-purchase stage (Table X).
In order to test hypotheses H3 to H6, which were summarized on
the coming page, source-use-indexes for eight individual sources and
four types of source were analyzed by one-way analysis of variance.
Two statistical tests were employed: 1) F-test to check for
significant difference between group means for respondents in 3 stages
and 2) Tukey test to check for pairwi se comparisons of means. The
results were summarized in Table X and figure 6a and 6b.
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From Table X, one got the general impression that there was not
much statistical differences between use of information sources for
respondents in 3 different stages. Out of the 12 possible F-tests,
one third (4) were statistically significant. The sources with
significant F-ratios were: talking with personnel in computer
exhibition, Consumer Report, impersonal sources and marketer dominated
sources.
For talking with personnel in computer exhibition, the mean score
for respondents in post-purchase stage was lower than that in either
knowledge stage or evaluation stage. However, there was no
significant difference in pairwise comparisons of means by Tukey test.
For Consumer Report, there were significant differences between
group means for respondents in 3 stages. In pairwise comparison, mean
score for respondents in knowledge stage was greater than that for
post-purcfhase stage.
For impersonal and marketer dominated sources, there was
significant diffcrence between group means for responerts in 3 stages
and the overall mean for the cfntire sample. In pairwise cooparison,
mean impersonal source-use -index for respondents in knowledge stage
was greater than that for respondents in post-purchase stagte, and mean
marketer dominated source-use-index for respondents in evaluation
stage was greater than that in post-purchase stage.
For other sources like talking with salesperson, computer
magazine/ newspaper/book, talking with family members or casual
triends, talking with computer owners and professional, product
display, manufacturers' advertisement/brochure/ catalogue and two
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types of source: personal and non-marketer dominated source, there was
no significant difference by F-tests as well as by Tukey pairwise
comparison tests. In other words respondents in all 3 stages found
these sources with similar extents of helpfulness.
From the results, use of impersonal sources was greater for
respondents in the knowledge stage than. that for respondents in post-
purchase stage, but not greater than that for respondents in
evaluation stage. Hence, research hypothesis H3 was partly confirmed.
This finding was in agreement with Rogers's (1983) postulation that
mass media were relatively more important in the knowledge stage
(P.199).
Use of personal sources was not statistically different for
respondents in 3 stages and hence, research hypothesis H4 was not
confirmed. Hence, Rogers's (1983) postulation that interpersonal
channels were relatively more important in the persuasion stage
(P.199) was not confirmed in the current study.
Use of marketer dominated sources was not greater for respondents
in Knowledge stage than that for respondents in the subsequent stages,
and therefore research hypothesis 115 was not confirmed. Use of
non-marketer dominated sources for respondents in the evaluation stage
was not greater than that in other stages and so, research hypothesis
H6 was not confirmed.
From the results, use of impersonal sources was lower for
respondents in post-purchase stage than that in knowledge stage, and
use of marketer dominated sources was lower for respondents in
post-purchase stage than that in evaluation stage. These might imply
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that information acquisition was less active after purchase.
As the research hypotheses were mainly based on rural
sociological researches and consumer researches with mainly farmers
and general public as respondents, their access to information sources
and cost of information would not be the same for the present specific
sample. This difference might partly explain why some of the research
hypotheses were not confirmed. Unlike expected, the respondents in
evaluation stage found marketer dominated sources more helpful. This
might be due to the reason that the repondents, when came to comparing
brands and models, would like to obtain more tailored information from
the sales persons and to get more detailed inspection of the product.
However, respondents' professional knowledge might enable them to
bypass sales person's comments and make their own judgements.
For respondents in all three stages, non-marketer dominated
source-use-indexes were greater than marketer dominated
source-use-indexes (statistically significant t-tests at 0.001 level),
indicating that respondents in all three stages found non-marketer
dominated sources more helpful than marketer-dominated sources.
For respondents in knowledge and evaluation stages, personal
source-use-indexes and impersonal source-use-indexes were not
different statistically (t-tests not significant at 0.05 level).
However, for respondents in post-purchase stage, personal
source-use-index was greater than impersonal source-use-index (t-test
significant at 0.001 level), indicating that personal sources were
more helpful than impersonal source for respondents in post-purchase
stage. This finding was in agreement with Mason's (1964) hypothesis
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that information seeking occurred after decision in order to obtain
social support to reduce dissonance.
In addition, differences between non-marketer dominated and
marketer dominated source-use-indexes, and differences between
personal and impersonal source-use-indexes for respondents in all
three stages had no statistical difference at 0.05 level, indicating
that the source usage pattern was very consistent for respondents in
all three stages.
In summary, respondents in knowledge stage found computer
magazine and Consumer Report more helpful. Respondents in evaluation
stage found talking with sales persons and checking product display
more helpful, and respondents in post-purchase stage found talking
with computer owners and professionals more helpful. In addition,
respondents in evaluation stage used a greater number of information
sources than respondents in post-purchase stage.
4.5.2 Types of Information Sought
The average number of information items sought by respondents in
knowledge, evaluation stage and post-purchase stage were 7.66, 7.88
and 7.64 respectively. The computed F-ratio was significant at 0.05
level, indicating that the means were statistically different. In
addition, Tukey pairwise tests indicating that responents in
evaluation stage used a larger number of information items than that
in post-purchase stage (Table XI).
In order to test hypotheses H7 (people in knowledge stage will
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seek more factual information than people in the subsequent stages)
and H8 (people in evaluation stage will seek more evaluative
information than that in other stages), information-use-indexes for
eight individual information items and two types of information were
analyzed by one-way analysis of variance. Two statistical tests were
employed: 1) F--test to check for significant differences between group
means for respondents in 3 stages and 2) Tukey test to check for
pairwise comparisons of means. The results were summarized in Table
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Again, like use of information sources, there was no
statistically significant difference between use of information items
as well as types of information for respondents in 3 stages. Out of
the 10 possible F-tests, only two (20%) were statistically
significant. The two information items with significant F-ratios were
aftersale service and brand popularity. The respondents in knowledge
or evaluation stage found aftersale service information more helpful
than that for respondents in post-purchase stage. This was quite
understandable as respondents in pre-purchase stages would be more
likely to look for guarantees and warantees (aftersale service
information) so as to prepare for or guard against possible
undesirable consequences.
It was also interesting to note that the respondents in post-
purchase stage found information about brand popularity more helpful
than that for respondents in two pre-purchase stages. Brand
popularity had close connection with resale value and common points
shared in computer owners' discussion, which were more related to
buyers than non-buyers.
For other information items than aftersale service and brand
popularity, there was no significant difference by F-test as well as
Tukey pairwise comparison test. In other words, respondents in all 3
stages found the eight information items with similar degree of
helpfulness.
As there was no statistical difference in factual and evaluative
information-use-indexes for respondents in all three stages, research
hypotheses H7 and H8 were not confirmed.
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For respondents in all three stages, factual informua tion--use-
indexes were greater than evaluative information-use-indexes
(statistically significant t-tests at 0.001 level), indicating that
respondents in all three stages found factual- information more helpful
than evaluative information. In addition, difference between factual
and evaluative information-use-indexes for respondents in knowledge
and evaluation stage was not statistiscally different at 0.05 level.
The results did not confirm Cox's (1967c) suggestion that at early
stage in the buying process, the consumer was content with acquiring
facts and was not yet concerned with evaluative information or
psychological information (P.606).
To summarize, respondents in all 3 stages had no significant
difference in factual and evaluative information sought (Table XI).
This had the implication that information acquisition did not
terminate after purchase. Respondents in pre-purchase stages might be
interested to gather facts about the product and purchase condition,
as well as others' evaluative comments. Respondents in post-purchase
stage might concern more about brand popularity. The post-purchase
information acquisition behavior of the respondents was in agreement
with Mason's (1964) hypothesis that information seeking occurred after
decision in order to obtain support to reduce dissonance. In
addition, respondents in evaluation stage used a greater number of
information items than respondents in post-purchase stage.
4.6 Perceived Risk & Information Acquisition
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4.6.1 Perceived Risk & Sources of Information Used
Two statistical tests were employed to test hypotheses H9 (there
is positive significant correlation between use of different sources
of information and risk perception, and use of a particular type of
sources can be predicted by types and amount of perceived risk, and
their possible interactions). They were 1) Pearson correlation
coefficient and 2) multiple regression.
Pearson correlation coefficients between perceived risk (6 types
of risk and their components, overall perceived risk) and use of
information source (8 individual source-use-indexes, 4 types of
information source-use-indexes) were computed and presented in Tables
XI I to XVII.
Of the 152 possible relationships between overall perceived risk,
6 types of perceived risk and their components with 8 individual
information sources-use-indexes (Table XII to XIV), 50 statistically
significant Pearson product moment correlations (i.e. 35.0% of the
total possibilities) were discovered as follows: (a) 27 significant
at 0.05 level, (b) 6 significant at 0.01 level, (c) 4 significant at
0.005 level, and (d) 13 significant at 0.001 level. It should be
noted that only 10 of these correlation coefficients were greater than
or equal to r= 0.15. An additional 19 coefficients were greater than
or equal to r= 0.10.
Of the 76 possible relationships between overall perceived risk,
6 types of perceived risk and their components, with 4 types of
source- use-indexes (Table XV to XVII), 44 statistically significant
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Pearson product moment correlations (57.9% of the total possibilities)
were discovered as follows: (a) 20 significant at 0.05 level, (b) 7
significant at 0.01 level, (c) 9 significant at 0.005 level, and (d) 8
significant at 0.001 level. It should be noted that only 6 of these
correlation coefficients were greater than or equal to r= 0.15. An
additional 18 coefficients were greater than or equal to r= 0.10.
All significant correlations (in most of the cases were positive
unless specified) between a particular type of perceived risk and a
particular source-use--index indicated that respondents with high
perception of that type of risk would find that source more helpful.
From Tables XIII and XVI, perceived financial risk was positively
and significantly correlated to 3 information sources (Consumer
Report, product display, manufacturers' advertisement/ brochure/
catalogue) and 2 types of information source (impersonal, non-marketer
dominated).
Perceived time risk was positively and significantly correlated
to 3 information sources (talking with sales person, Consumer Report,
Manufacturers' advertisement/ brochure/ catalogue) and 3 types of
information source (personal, impersonal, marketer dominated).
Perceived social risk was positively and significantly correlated
to 2 information sources (talking with personnel in computer
exhibition, Consumer Report) and 3 types of information source
(personal, impersonal, non- marketer dominated).
The significant correlation between social risk and use of
personal source was in agreement with Cunningham's (1967b) and Arndt's
(1967b) findings that respondents high in generalized self-confidence
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and perceived risk were most likely to engage in word-of-mouth
communication.
Perceived future alternative risk was positively and
significantly correlated to 3 information sources (Consumer Report,
talking with family members or casual friends, manufacturers'
advertisement/ brochure/ catalogue) and 1 type of information source
(non-marketer dominated).
Perceived performance risk was positively and significantly
correlated to 3 information sources (talking with personnel in
computer exhibition, computer magazine/ newspaper/ book, Consumer
Report) and all four types of information source in terms of their
perceived helpfulness to respondents. This indicated that respondents
with high perceived performance risk would find these sources more
helpful. In addition, there was implication that respondents who
perceived higher levels of performance risk would find more
information sources to be helpful than other respondents. This
implication was in agreement with Lutz and Reilly's (1973) finding
that consumers with high perceived performance risk tended to use more
source of information.
Perceived psychological risk was positively and significantly
correlated to 1 information source (Consumer Report) and 3 types of
information source (personal, impersonal, non- marketer dominted).
From Tables XIV and XVII, overall perceived risk was positively
and significantly correlated to 5 information sources (talking with
sales persons, talking with personnel in computer exhibition, Consumer
Report, talking with family members or casual friends, manufacturer'
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advertisement/ brochure/ catalogue) and all four types of information
source, in terms of their perceived helpfulness to respondents. This
indicated that respondents with high overall perceived risk would find
these sources more helpful. In addition, overall perceived risk was
positively and statistically correlated to total number of information
sources used (r=0.224, p=0.001), indicating that respondents with high
risk perception would find more information sources to be helpful than
other respondents.
It should also be noted that all the statistically significant
Pearson correlation coefficients computed between perceived risk and
information source used were positive. None of the negative
correlation coefficients was statistically significant. This implied
that respondents with high risk perception (no matter what type of
perceived risk) would generally use more information sources and find
them more helpful. No indication that respondents with high perceived
risk in any type would tend to avoid using a particular source or a
particular type of source.
As there was statistically significant relationship between
perceived risk and use of information sources (94 out of 228 possible
Pearson correlation, i.e. 41.2% of total possibilities), it would he
meaningful to proceed to the second statistical analysis-- multiple
regression. For details of multiple regression analysis, readers were
suggested to refer to Blalock (1981, P.381- 497).
In the multiple regression analysis, the dependent variables were
the 8 individual sources-use-indexes and 4 types of information
source-use-indexes, and each variable occurred as the dependent
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variable in one multiple regression equation. Altogether, there were
12 multiple regression equations. The 21 predictors used were the
perceived risk scores for six types of risk, and their 15 possible
two-dimensional interaction terms.
Two methods (forced enter and foreward stepwise) were used. For
the forced method, all 21 preditors were forced to enter the
prediction equation simultaneously. The results would indicate the
ability of perceived risk in explaining the use of information
sources. For the foreward stepwise method, only the predictor (risk
facets or interactions between two risk facets) found significantly
related to source-use-index would enter the regression equation. The
results would indicate risk facet(s) or interations of risk facets
which best explain the use of information sources.
Table XVIII summarized the multiple correlation coefficients,
multiple correlation coefficient squares which interpreted as the
proportion of the total variance explained by all predictors, and
s ignif_ icant level of F-tests to check for existence of such linear
relationship demonstrated in the multiple regression equations for
forced enter method.
From the results, r square for 8 individual information
source-use- indexes varied from 0.049 to 0.088, and 5 out of 8
individual information sources had significant F-ratios at 0.1 level.
The five sources were talking with sales person, talking with
personnel in computer exhibition, Consumer Report, computer
magazine/newspaper/ book, and talking with computer owners and
professionals. This indicated that use of these 5 information sources
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were significantly related to the risk perceptions and could be
therefore prediction by the latter variables.
R square for the four types of information source-use-indexes
varied from 0.051 to 0.076, and 3 out of 4 types of information
source-use- indexes had significant F-ratios at 0.1 level. This three
were impersonal, marketer-dominated, and non-marketer dominated
sources. This indicated that use of these types of information
sources were significantly related to the risk perceptions and could
be therefore predicted by the latter variables. Hence, research
hypotheses H 9b, 9c, and H 9d were confirmed while research hypothesis
H 9a was not confirmed.
Table XIX summarized the perceived risk facet(s) or interactions
between risk facets which were found to be significantly related to
use of information sources in the stepwise regression equations. Two
points should be noted. First, all information sources except talking
with computer owners/professionals, and advertisement/ brochure/
catalogue had at least one significantly related risk facet or
interaction term. Second, all beta coefficients for the significantly
related facets were positive, indicating that use of information
sources and perceived risk was positively related, except that
financial and time risk interaction was negatively related to talking
with sales persons.
4.6.2 Perceived Risk Types of Information Sought
Two statistical tests were employed to test hypothesis 1110 (there
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is positive and significant correlation between use of different
information and risk perception, and use of a particular type of
information can be predicted by types and amount of perceived risk,
and their possible interactions). They were 1) Pearson correlation
coefficient and 2) multiple regression.
Pearson correlation coefficients between perceived risk (6 types
of risk and their components, overall perceived risk) and information
sought (8 information items-use-indexes, 2 types of information
-use-indexes) were computed and presented in Tables XX to XXV.
Of the 152 possible relationships between overall perceived risk,
6 types of perceived risk and their components with 8 information
items-use-indexes (Table XX to XXII), 66 statistically significant
Pearson product moment correlations (i.e. 43.4% of the total
possibilities) were discovered as follows: (a) 18 significant at 0.05
level, (b) 6 significant at 0.01 level, (c) 11 significant at 0.005
level, and (d) 31 significant at 0.001 level. It should be noted that
only 9 of these correlation coefficients were greater than or equal to
r= 0.20. An additional 13 coefficients were greater than or equal to
r= 0.15.
Of the 38 possible relationships between overall perceived risk,
6 types of perceived risk and their components, with 2 types of
information-use-indexes (Table XXIII to XXV), 27 statistically
significant Pearson product moment correlations (71.1% of the total
possibilities) were discovered as follows: (a) 6 significant at 0.05
level, (b) 4 significant at 0.01 level, (c) 5 significant at 0.005
level, and (d) 12 significant at 0.001 level. It should be noted that
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only 5 of these correlation codf f icients were greater than or equal co
r= 0.15. An additional 7 coefficients were greater than or equal to
r= 0.10.
All significant correlations (in most of the cases were positive
unless specified) between a particular type of perceived risk and a
particular information--use-index indicated that respondents with high
perception of that type of risk would find that information more
helpful.
From Tables XXI and XXIV, perceived financial risk was positively
and significantly correlated to 6 information items (price, hardware,
software support, aftersale service, brand/company reputation, others'
experience of owning or buying a personal computer) and both types of
information in terms of their perceived helpfulness to respondents.
This indicated that respondents with high perceived financial risk
would find these information more helpful, as well as more information
to be helpful.
Perceived time risk was positively and significantly correlated
to 3 information items (software support, aftersale service,
brand/company reputation) and both types of information in terms of
their perceived helpfulness to respondents. This indicated that
respondents with high perceived time risk would find these information
more helpful, as well as more information to be helpful.
Perceived social risk was negatively correlated to 1 information
items (price), positively correlated to 1 information items (aftersale
service), and none of the information types in terms of their
perceived helpfulness to respondents. This indicated that respondents
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with high perceived social risk would find price information less
helpful, and wQuld find aftersale information more helpful. This
might imply that the source of uncertainty for the high social risk
perceiver was not from the consideration of price, but from other
implemenation consideration, like warantee, guarantee, maintainance
and application.
Perceived future alternative risk was positively and
significantly correlated to 4 information items (aftersale service,
brand/company reputation, brand popularity) and both types of
information in terms of their perceived helpfulness to respondents.
This indicated that respondents with high perceived future alternative
risk would find these information more helpful, as well as more
information to be helpful.
Perceived performance risk was positively and significantly
correlated to 4 information items (software support, aftersale
service, brand/company reputation, ease of use) and both types of
information in terms of their perceived helpfulness to respondents.
This indicated that respondents with high perceived performance risk
would find these information more helpful, as well as more information
to be helpful.
Perceived psychological risk was positively and significantly
correlated to 2 information items (software support, aftersale
service) and 1 type of information (factual information).
Since the result did not indicate significant correlations
between psychological risk and social risk with psychological
information (others' experience of owning or buying a personal
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computer), Cox's (1967) postulation that consumers high in
psychological risk would be more likely to seek for psychological
information (P.611) was not confirmed in this study.
From Table XXII and XXV, overall perceived risk was significantly
correlated to 4 information items (hardware, software support,
aftersale service, brand/company reputation) and both types of
information in terms of their perceived helpfulness to respondents.
This indicated that respondents with high perceived overall perceived
risk would find all tested information helpful. In addition, total
number of information items sought was statistically correlated to
overall perceived risk (r=0.222, p=0.001), indicating that respondents
with high risk perception would used a greater number of information
items.
As there was statistically significant relationship between
perceived risk and use of information (93 out of 190 possible Pearson
correlation, i.e. 48.9% of total possibilities), it would be
meaningful to proceed to the second statistical analysis-- multiple
regression.
In the multiple regression analysis, the dependent variables were
the 8 information items-use-indexes and 2 types of information-use-
indexes, and each variable occurred as the dependent variable in one
multiple regression equation. Altogether, there were 10 multiple
regression equations. The 21 predictors used were the perceived risk
scores for six types of risk, and their 15 possible two-dimensional
interaction terms.
Two methods (forced enter and foreward stepwise) were used. For
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the forced method, all 21 preditors were forced to enter the
prediction equation simultaneously. The results would indicate the
ability of perceived risk in explaining the use of information. For
the foreward stepwise method, only the predictor (risk facets or
interactions between two risk facets) found significantly related to
information-use-index would enter the regression equation. The
results would indicate risk facet(s) or interations of risk facets
which best explain the information-use-indexes.
Table XXVI summarized the multiple correlation coefficients,
multiple correlation coefficient squares which interpreted as the
proportion of the total variance explained by all predictors, and
significant level of F-tests to check for existence of such linear
relationship demonstrated in the multiple regression equations for
forced enter method.
From the results, r square for 8 individual information source-
use-indexes varied from 0.046 to 0.157, and 5 out of 8 individual
information sources had significant F-ratios at 0.05 level. This were
price, software support, aftersale service, brand/company reputation,
and ease of use). This indicated that use of these 5 information
items were significantly related to the risk perceptions and could he
therefore predicted by the latter variables.
R square for factual and evaluative information-use-indexes were
0.128 and 0.088, with significant level at 0.0001 and 0.01
respectively. This indicated that use of these types of information
were significantly related to the risk perceptions and could he
therefore predicted by the latter variables. Hence, research
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hypotheses H 10a and 10b-were confirmed.
Table XXVII summarized the perceived risk facet(s) or between
risk facets which were found to be significantly related to use of
information in the stepwise regression equations. Two points should
be noted. First, for all information items and types of information,
there was at least one significantly related risk facet or interaction
term. Second, all beta coefficients except three for the
significantly related facets were positive, indicating that use of
information and perceived risk were positively related.
Table XXVIII summarized all findings for hypothesis testing (H1
to H10).
Care should be taken in the interpretation of multiple regression




LAPSE OF TIME OF RESPONDENTS IN THREE STAGESa
Stages
Knowledge Evaluation Postpurchase
N of respondents 129 131 220
% of sample 26.9 27.3 45.8
Mean time in the stage
6.2(months) 7.0 13.0
Standard deviation of
5.8time (months) 6,5 6.2
Distribution of time
1- 6 mon. 72.5%b 74.8% 16.4%
7- 12 mon. 22.5 13.5 30.1
13- 18 mon. 2.5 4.5 33.3
18 mon. 2.5 7.2 20.2
a response to question about how long have the respondents been in
that stage
b column percentage, may not sum up to 100.0% due to rounding
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TABLE II
SEX, AGE., EDUCATION INCOME
OF RESPONDENTS IN THREE STAGES
Stages
Chi-square
Demographic_ Knowledge Evaluation Post-nurchasi Sig. Level
Sex Male 81.4%8 88.5% 89.1% n.s.b
18.6Female 11.5 10.9
Age 0.0 0.020 or under 0.5 n. s,
21- 30 56.6 48.1 50.9
31- 40 41.1 45.0 40.0
Above 40 2.3 6.9 8.6
Edu 24.2Secondary 24.4 16.8 n.5.
57.0 56.5 58.2Post secondary
18.8Postgrad 19.1 25.0
Income per month (HK$)
0.8 2.30.0 n.s.Below $3,000
14.3 13.2 15.1$3,001- $6,000
26.2 24.8 20.2$6,001- $9,000
29.4 23.3 17.9$9,000-- $12,000
29.4 38.8 44.5Above $12,000
a column percentage, may not sum up to 100.0% due to rounding







PnstnlrrhasnOccupation Knowledge Sig. LevelEvaluation
7.1% aProgrammer 0.058.6% 9.5%
16.5 9.2 5.5Analyst programmer
17.3 22.3 15.6System analyst
26.0EDP Managerial 26.2 27.1
1.6Lecturer, educational 4.6 3.2
System engineer 6.3 4.6 11.0
4.6Administrative managerial 9.2 4.6
Computer marketing 4.7 5.4 4.1
7.9 4.6Operational supervisor 4.6
3.1Audit, accountant 0.8 2.8
1.6 0.8Developmental consultant 5.0
0.8 1.1Others 3.2
a column percentage, may not sum up to 100.0% due to rounding
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TABLE IV
.PRICE RANGE OF COMPUTER
ACCESS TO COMPUTER, FREQUENCY OF USING COMPUTER, AND
FREQUENCY OF ENCOUNTERING DIFFICULTIES IN COMPUTING
FOR RESPONDENTS IN THREE STAGES
Stages
Chi-square
Variable Tested Knewleciore Evaluation Postpurchasf Sig. Level
Price range of computer
bought/considered
Below HK$3,000 38.4%` 28.2% 53.9%, 0.0001
29.6 23.7$3,000- $5,000 17.8
$S, 000- $7, 000 16.0 19.1 11.9
16.0 29.0Above $7,000 16.4
Access to computer
No 12.4 10.7 0.0 0.0001
Company's only 86.8 87.8 0.0
Own or family's 0.8 1.5 34.1
Company's and own 0.0 0.0 65.9
Frequency of using computer
Rarely, never 10.9 6.2 2.3 0.0001
16.3 18.6 35.21- 2 times /week
7.8 10.1 13.22- 4 times /week




Always 2.3 2.3 n.s.4.1
Sometimes 18.0 16.3 20.9
Occasionally 46.9 44.2 41.4
Without 32.8 37.2 33.6
a column percentage, may not sum up to 100.0% due to rounding
b n.s.: not significant at 0.05 level
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TABLE V
ONEWAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE TEST FOR NUMBER OF
COMPUTER MAGAZINES READ REGULARLY BY RESPONDENTS
IN THREE STAGES
Stages Mean S.D.N 95o confidence level
Knowledge 117 2.12 1.2 1.89 to 2.34
Evaluation 116 2.57 1.6 2.27 to 2.86
Postpurchase 200 2.51 1.6 2.29 to 2.56
Total 433 2.42 1.5 2.23 to 2.56
Analysis of Variance
Source D. F. Sum of squares Mean squares F prob.
Between Group 2 14.75 7.37 o.os




SUMMARY OF RISK MEASURES
Standard
Risk Dimension Mean Deviation Scale
Financial 6.49 1.74 10
Probability of loss 3.33 0.99 5a
Importance of loss 3.16 1.07 Sb
Time 6.18 1.81 10
Probability of loss 3.27 1.01 5
Importance of loss 2.91 1. 11 5
Social 4.34 2.00 10
2.20 1.05 5Probability of loss
2.14 1.14 SImportance of loss
Future Alternative 6.35 1.94 10
Probability of loss 3.53 5I .,ii
Importance of loss 2.83 1.12 5
Performance 6.27 1.66 10
Probability of loss 3.10 1.02 5
Importance of loss. 3.17 1.03 5
Psychological 6.36 2.13 10
Probability of loss 3.24 1.15 S
Importance of loss 3.12 1.18 S
35.96 7.08OVERALL PERCEIVED RISK 60
a: A score of 5= very probable, a score of 1= very improbable
b: A score of 5= very important, a score of 1= very unimportant
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TABLE VII





2.41 1.10 5Talking with sales person
Talking with personnel in
computer exhibition 2.48 0.95 5
Computer magazine/newspaper/
books 3.52 0.95 5
Consumer Report: Choice
2.03 1.34 5
Talking with family members/
casual friends 3.02 1.27 5
Talking with computer owners/
4.10 0.95 5professionals
Product Display 2.91 1.09 5
Manufacturer advertisement/
brochure/catalogue 2.98 0,98 5
Types of Source
Personal 11.98 2.57 20
Impersonal 11.43 2.92 20
Marketer dominated 10.74 2.77 20
Non-marketer dominated 12.67 2.79 20
Total number of information
6.62 1.40sources used
a: A score of 5= used and always helpful
A score of 1= never used
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TABLE VIII
SUMMARY OF INFOPJIATION SOUGHT
Standard
Information Items Mean Deviation Scale
Price 4.14 0.92 5C
Hardware 4.18 0.85 5
Software support 4.19 1.02 5
Af tersales service 3.68 1.19 5
Brand/company reputation 3.49 1.02 5
Ease of use 3.70 1.10 5
3.53 1.10 5Brand popularity
Others' experience of buying
or owning a personal computer 4.03 1.00 5
Types of -information
Factual information 16.19 2.72 20
Evaluative information 14.74 2.88 20
Total number of information
items used 7.71 0.84
a: A score of 5= used and always helpful
A score of 1= never used
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TABLE IX
MEANS OF PERCEIVED RISK FOR RESPONDENTS IN THREE STAGES
Stages
Knowledge Evaluation Postpur






































Total (10) 4.64 4.43 4.11 0.05
Prob(5) 2.34 2.22 2.11
Imp (5) 2.30 2.21 2.00 0.05
Future alternative
Total (10) 3.37 6.93 6.00 0.001
Prob (5) 3.53 3.71 3.41
Imp (5) 2.84 3.22 2.59 0.00
Performance
Total (10) 6.75 6.81 5.66 0.001
Prob (5) 3.42 3.26 2.82 0.001
Imp (5) 3.34 3.55 2.84
0.001
Psychological
Total (10) 6.81 6.63 5.94 0.001
Prob (5) 3.50 3.36 3.02 0.005
Imp (5) 3.31 3.27 2.93 0.005
Overall Perceived
Risk (60) 37.9 37.7 33.7 0.001
a (xx) scale of variable
b mean perceived risk score
c :
not significant at 0.05 level
































(xx) scale of variable
Mean source-use-index
- : not significant at 0.05 level
TABLE X
SOURCES OF ENFORMATION USED USED BY







































TYPES OF INFORMATION SOUGHT
BY RESPONDENTS IN 3 STAGES
Sig, level of
Tukey TestsStages
Col. Col.. Col.Knowledge Evaluation Postpur. Sig. leve of
Information F- test 12 13 23Col. 1 Col. 2 Col, 3
Price (5) a 4.13 4.02 4.22
4.22 4.14 4.17Hardware (5)
4.29 4.29 4.08Software (5)
Aftersale
0.0013.91 3.95 3.39 0.05 0.05service (5)
Brand/company
3.52 3.58 3.43reputation (5)
3.71 3.75 3.67Ease of use (5)
Brand
3.28 3.42 3.75 0.001 0.05 0.05popularity (5)
Others' experi encE
of owning or
4.11 3.94 4.03buying (5)
Types of Informatior
16.54 16,42 15,85Factual (20)
14.65 14,66 14,84Evaluative (20)
Total 4 of items
0.057.66 7.88 7.64 0.05sought (8)
a (xx) Scale of variable
b Mean information-use-index
c-: not significant at 0.05 level
TABLE XII
PEARSON CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS BETWEEN
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significant at n.05 level
b significant at 0.01 level
c significant at 0.005 level
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(COUY-ACLMY / (CASEB) / SIGNIVICAKCE) #a significant at 0.05 level
#b significant at 0.01 level
#c significant at 0.005 level
#d signeficant at 0.001 level
TABLE XIII
PEARSON CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS BETWEEN
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n.s.: not significant at 0.05 level
TABLE XV
PEARSON CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS BETWEEN
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SUMMARY OF MULTIPLE REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF
INFORMATION SOURCE-USE-INDEX PREDICTED BY
6 TYPES OF PERCEIVED RISK & THEIR INTERACTIONS
(FORCED ENTER METHOD)
Multiple corr.
Information Sources coefficient, R R Square F Sig. Level
Sales 0.28 0.080 0.05
0.29 0.083Exhibition sales 0.01
Computer magazine/
0.26 0.068 0.1newspap/book
0.30Consumer Report 0.088 0.01
















SUMMARY OF MULTIPLE REGRESSION ANALYSIS
OF INFORMATIO SOURCE-USE-INDEXES
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TABLE XXI
PEARSON CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS BETWEEN
6 TYPES OF PERCEIVED RISK 8 INFORMATION ITEMS-USE-INDEXES
Perceived Risks





































































































































































[CCEFFICTENT /(EASES)/SIONIFICANCE) #a sognificant at 0.05 level
#b significant at 0.01 level
#c significant at 0.005level




BETWEEN OVERALL PERCEIVED RISK
8 INFORMATION ITEMS-USE-INDEXES







Ease of use 0.047 n.s.
0.070 n.s.Brand popularity
Others' experience of
n nr,l,owning or buying n.s.
a n.s.: not significant at 0.05 level
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TABLE XXIII
pEARSON CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS BETWEEN
12 PERCEIVED RISK COMPONENTS & 2 TYRES OF INFORMATION-USE-INDEXES
Perceived Risks
Financial Time Social
Prob Imp Prob Imp Prob Imp
0.1930 0.2202 0.1267 0.1857 -0.0124 0.0203Factual (467) (467) (457) (467) (465) (466)
p=0.000#d p=0.000#d p=0.008#c p=0.000#d p=0.395 p=0.331
0.1197 0.0465 0.0628 0.1017 -0.0097Evaluative (4549) (454) (454) (454) (453)
p=0.003 p=0.162 p=0.061 p=0.015#a p=0.419
Perceived Risks
Future alternative Performance Psychological
prob Imp Prob Imr Prob Imp
0.0625 0.1130 0.1031 0.2050 0.1272 0.1700Factual (463) (463) (467) (467) (466)#c (466)#d
p=0.638#a P=0.008#b p=0.012#a p=c.000#d p=0.003 p=0.000
0.1447 0.1146 0.0887 0.1174 0.0358 0.0223Evaluative (456) (456) (454) (453) (452) (452)
P=0.001#d P=0.007#b P=0.029#a P=0.006#b P=0.224 P=0.318
COEFFICIENT / (CASES) / SIGIFCANCE)
#a significant at 0.05 level
#b significant at 0.010 level
#c significant at 0.005 level





PEARSON CORRELATION CIEFFUCUEBTS BETWEEN








(Coefficient/ (Cases)/ Singnificance) #a significant at 0.05 level
#b significant at 0.01 level
#c
significant at 0.005 level








































BETWEEN OVERALL PERCEIVED RISK &
2 TYPES OF INFORMATION-USE-INDEXES





SUMMARY OF MULTIPLE REGRESSION ANALYSIS
OF INFORMATION-USE--INDEXES PREDICTED BY
6 TYPES OF PERCEIVED RISK F THEIR INTERACTIONS
(FORCED ENTER METHOD)
Multiple corr.
Information Items coefficient, R R Square F sign, level
Price 0.28 0.080 0.05
aHardware 0.25 0.063 n. S.
Software support 0.28 0.077 0t. 05
Aftersale service 0.40 0.157 0.0001
Brand/company
reputation 0.34 0.115 0.0001
Ease of use 0.28 0.079 0.05
0.24 0.059 n.s.Brand popularity
Others' experience
of owning or buying 0.21 0.046 n. s.,
Types of Information
Factual 0.36 0.128 0.0001
Evaluative 0.30 0.088 0.01
a n.s.: not significant at 0.05 level
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TABLE XXVII
SUMMARY OF MULTIPLE REGRESSION ANALYSIS
OF INFORMATION-USE-INDEXES
PREDICTED BY SIGNIFICANTLY RELATED
PERCEIVED RISK (FOREWARD STEPWISE METHOD)a
Perceived Risk Beta Sig.
Information Predictor(s) Coefficient T-ratio level
Price Financial 0.25 0.0014.63
-0.15 -2.82Financial'-Social 0.005
(interaction)
Hardware Financial*Future 0.13 2,76 0.01
alternative
Software Financial'-Performance 0.20 4.31 0.001
Time*PerformanceAftersale service 0.18 2.52 0.05
Financial*Perf ormance 0.18 2,52 0.05
Brand/company Time'Future alternative 0.20 3.75 0.001
reputation
-0.12 -2.44Social'-Psychological 0.05
Financial*Performance 0.12 2.17 0.05
Ease of use Performance 0.25 3.38 0.001
-0.17 -2.23Perf ormancePsychological 0.05
Future alternative 0.12 2.62 0.01Brand popularity
Others' experience Financial Future
of owning or alternative 0.13 2.78 0.01
buvin2
Types of Information
Factual Financial'Perf ormance 0.28 6.34 0.001
Evaluative Time*lFuture alternative 0.16 3.48 0.001
a Results reported here are final stepwise solutions
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TABLE XXVIII




Hl Perceived Perceived Confirmed for importance of
risk risk future alternative risk
H2 Perceived Perceived Confirmed for future altern-
risk risk ative risk, performance risk,
psychological risk their
components, importance of
financial risk, financial risk,
and overall perceived risk
H3 Greater use
of impersonal Partly confirmed: use of
sources
impersonal sources was greater
for respondents in knowledge
stage than that in post-
purchase stage, but not greater
than that in evaluation stage
H4 Greater Greater Not confirmed
personal personal
sources sources








H7 More factual No L confirmed
information
H8 More evalua- Not confirmed
tive information
H9 Use of types of information sources Confirmed for impersonal,
marketer dominated, .non-can be predicted by risk perceptions
marketer dominated sources
H10 Use of types of information can be Confirmed for factual and




While the respondents in this survey reported a wide range of
risk perceptions in relation to the purchase of personal computer
(from a low score of overall perceived risk of 12 to a high score of
57, with maximum of 60), the finding provided a rather strong
indication that most consumers viewed the purchase of personal
computer as a moderate risk product in overall terms. Most
respondents perceived moderate to high levels of financial,
psychological, future alternative, performance and time risk, and low
to moderate level of social risk. It was worth-noting that the newly
tested risk facet-- future alternative risk, occupied the third
highest position of overall perceived risk. This indicated the
importance of this risk facet in the purchase of personal computer.
Most of the respondents did use the tested sources of information
and found them at least occasionally helpful. The average number of
source used was 6.6 (out of the maximum of 8), and the two major
sources of information were computer magazine/ newspaper/ books and
talking with other computer owners or professionals. Both of the two
sources were of low cost in terms of time and efforts, as most of
respondents had developed a habit of reading computer magazines and
they could easily talk to computer professionals (may be their
colleagues). However, the two most helpful sources to personal
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computer buyers and potential buyers were non-marketer dominated
sources. Computer marketers who attempted to reach target consumers
with similar socioeconomic and career background as the sample might
find this finding useful in deciding their media planning. As most of
the respondents discussed the purchase with other personal computer
owners and computer professionals, computer marketers would benefit if
they carry out research to know more about the demographic and media
behavior of the personal computer buyers. With suitable media
planning to reach the buyers, the marketers would be more likely to
create a favourable word-of-mouth communication, which might
indirectly influence the decisions of the potential buyers.
For types of information sought, most respondents used all eight
items tested and found them at least occasionally helpful. The
average number of information used was 7.7 (out of maximum of 8).
Respondents in all three stages consistantly found factual
information more helpful than evaluative information, and product
attributes more helpful than brand attributes. These indicated that
for this specific sample of personal computer consumers, being more
educaters and professionals, were more concerned with substantial
information about the product itself rather than those peripheral
brand attributes (prestiage glamore) associated with the product or
purchase of the product.
The high scores for all eight information items had strong
indication that respondents were active information seekers. However,
the current study did not test the best format of presenting these
information items in order to achieve optimum awareness and interest.
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Further advertising research for this purpose is needed for computer
marketers to know how to present the information items in their
promotion literature.
Perhaps the most important theoretical contribution of the study
was the introduction of the concept of 'decision process and stages'
into the perceived risk literature. All respondents could identify
their own stages in the decision process by employing the stated
operational definition in chapter 3. This might imply that the
introduction of the new concept was appropriate and the operational
definitions of the stages were understandable by all respondents.
However, as there was a lack of differentiation between knowledge
and evaluation stages in terms of risk perceptions as well as
information acquisition. So, the consumer decision process could be
simplified to consist of only two stages: pre-purchase and post-
purchase stages, instead of three stages.
In this sample, distribution of respondents in 3 stages were
comparable in number and demographics and occupations, but differed in
some aspects of computer usage patterns and price range considered/
bought.
In examining perceived risk for respondents in different stages,
four major findings stood out:
1) for overall perceived risk and 4 types of perceived risk
(financial, social, performance, psychological), the perceived
risk scores for respondents in post-purchase stage were
significantly lower than that in knowledge stage,
2) for overall perceived risk and 4 types of risk (financial,
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future alternative, performance, performance, psychogical), the
perceived -risk scores for respondents in post-purchase stage were
significantly lower than that in evaluation stage,
3) risk perceptions for respondents in knowledge stage and
evaluation stage were very much the same, and there was a lack of
differentiation between respondents in knowledge and evaluation
stages in terms of risk perceptions, and
4) the perceived importance of future alternative risk was
highest for respondents in evaluation stage, indicating that
respondents in evaluation stage would find this risk facet most
profounding.
In designing message contents of promotional literature of
personal computer, marketers can address to specific risk facet(s) and
provide specific risk reduction strategies (e.g. to reduce future
alternative risk, marketers can guarantee their consumers to update
their computer models in special price).
As the results could only reflect for risk perceptions for
respondents in different stages, the actual risk perception profile
along stages would best be obtained through examination of same
respondents along the decision process. This would open up a new area
for studying variation of risk perception profile along decision
process.
For most respondents, personal and non-marketer dominated sources
were preferred. Respondents in all three stages found non-marketer
dominated sources more helpful than 'marketer dominated sources.
Respondents in post-purchase purchase stage found personal sources
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more important than impersonal sources.
Though non-marketer dominated sources are preferred by most
respondents, computer marketers can utilize these sources indirectly
(e. g. marketers can offer gifts or bonus for those computer owners who
recommend the product to other potential buyers).
Use of information source for respondents in different stages was
very similar for most of the tested sources. This indicated that the
information source usage patterns were rather consistent for
respondents in three stages. No drastic change or switch in use of a
particular source or a type of source was reported in the results.
The findings did not confirm most of the Rogers (1962, 1971a,
1983) 's postulation about use of information sources in different
decision stages. This might be due to that respondents might consider
other factors, like cost of information, besides the consideration of
characteristics of information sources in information acquisition.
For information sought, most of the respondents found the
helpfulness of all tested information items to similar extents. Mos t
respondents found product or purchase attributes more important than
brand attributes, indicating that brand consciousness was not very
strong in personal computer purchase. However, respondents in
post-purchase stage found brand popularity information more helpful.
Factual and evaluative information sought by respondents in 3
stages was again very alike. Respondents in all three stages found
factual information more helpful than evaluative information. This
finding may suggest that in the marketing of personal computer to
potential buyers with similar backgrounds of the respondents, the
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marketer should provide more solid factual information than intangible
evaluative comments.
Respondents in evaluation stage used a greater number of
information sources and information items than respondents in
post-purchase stage, indicating a more active information acquisition
in the evaluation stage.
There was strong evidence that information acquisition behavior
did not terminate after purchase. This finding supported Mason's
(1964) hypothesis that information seeking occurred after decision in
order to obtain social support to reduce dissonnance.
The results demonstrated significant positive correlation between
perceived risk with use of impersonal, marketer dominated source, and
perceived risk with factual and evaluative information. These
findings provide implication for the computer marketers' that the more
they know about their consumers' risk perceptions, the more they know
how to use appropriate sources of information to supply appropriate
types of information.
As respondents with different types and amount of risk
perceptions will use different types of source and information,
perceived risk can be used as an independent variable in market
segmentations and media selection.
The results that respondents with higher perceived risk would
tend to use more information sources and information and find them
more helpful confirmed that higher risk perceivers would have a
greater information need and would more likely engage in more active
information acquisition.
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The survey findings and conclusions are subject to the
limitations specified in chapter 3. In particular, discussion and
conclusions were made about different respondents in different stages.
Further longitudinal researches may bring more interesting insights
about risk perception and information acquisition profile along the
consumers' decision process.
As the current study deals with direction of information
acquisition (which sources and types of information are used), further
research is needed to investigate the degree of information
acquisition (how much information is acquired) and the detailed
acquisition strategies. In addition, further research can be carried
out to examine the direction and content of information transmittion,




THE CHINESE UNIVERSITY OF HONG KONG 香 港 中 文 大 學
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Department of Journalism & Communication
Feb 15, 1984
Dear Sir/Madam,
I need your help and a few minutes of your time!
I am a graduate student of the Department of Journalism and Communica-
tion, the Chinese University of Hong Kong. I am conducting asurvey as one
of the requirements for the master program. The survey deals with some
problems people face when buying a personal computer, and how the problems
are handled. As you are a member of the Hong Kong Computer Society, your
computing experiences and interest will definitely have great contribution
to this study.
If you have some interest in buying a personal computer or if you have
already bought one for yourself (not for your company or institute), please
spend a few minutes to complete and return the attached questionaire.
All responses will be held in strict confidence. Your individual
answer will not be identified, but combines with the responses of others for
analysis. An addressed, stamped envelope has been prepared for you. PleasE
complete and return it at your earliest convenience. You may forget about
it if you put it aside. If you have any questions, feel free to call me at
0- 6352639.
Thank You for your time and your help!
Yours truely,
(Miss Chan Ka Wah)
Supervisor,
(Dr. Wong, Joseph W.C.)
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Q1. In the decision to buy a personal computer, please indicate the stage you are in: (Please`' in the appropriate
box and fill in the blank)
a. I have some interest in personal computer. I think I may buy one, but not so sure when. I am trying to
know more about personal computer. However, I have not come to compare brands/models for the time,
being. I have been doing this for months.
b. I have some basic knowledge about personal computer. I am going to buy one in near future. However,
there is no definite deadline for the purchase. Now, I am comparing different brands/models to choose the
best buv. I have been doing this for months.
c. I have already bought a personal computer for myself. I bought it in (month) (year).
Q2. For the time being, how often do you find the following information sources helpful to your buying decision?
(Please` (' in the appropriate column)
Used andUsed but Used and Used and
Never rarely alwaysoccasionally quite often
used helpful helpful helpful helpful
a) Talk with salesperson




d) Consumer Report: Choice
e) Talk with family members/
casual friends





Q3. For the time being, how often do you find the following information helpful to your buying decision?
(Please'' in the aoDronriate column)
Used andUsed andUsed andUsed but







f) Ease of use
g) Brand popularity
h) Others' experience of buying
or owning a personal computer
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(For questions Q4 to Q9,please for the appropriata number number with their meanings as below:-)
1 2 3 4 5
For a): Very Quite Quite Very
improbable improbable Probable probable probable
For b): Very Quite Quite Very
unimportant unimportant Important important important
Q4.Sometimes people worry that if a personal computer breaks down,it causes money loss to repair or rephace it.
1 2 3 4 5
a) How probable you think the money loss will happen?
b) How important is this loss to you?
Q5.Sometimes people worty that if a personal computer breaks down, it crcates inconveniencc as it takes time to
repair it.
1 2 3 4 5
a) How probable you think the time loss will happen?
b) How important is this loss to you?
Q6.Somctimes peoplc wory that if they make a poor purchase, they will lose facc.
1 2 3 4 5
a) How probable you think the loss of face will happcn?
b) How important is this loss to you?
Q7.Somectimes people worry that if an improved modcl is markcted in the near frture. they will losc a bctter choicc.
1 2 3 4 5
a) How probable you think the loss of a better choice will happen?
b) How important is this loss to you?
Q8.Sometimes people worry that a personal computer may not work as wcll as expected.
1 2 3 4 5
a) How probable you think the personal computer will not work as
well as expected?
Q9.Sometimes people worry that if they make a poor purchase.they will feel bad.
1 2 3 4 5
a) How probable you think you will feel bad when making a
poor purchase?
b) How important is this loss to you?
b) How importantis this loss to you?
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Please give the following information, it will be handled in strict confidence, and the results will not bear any
individual identity.
(Please in appropriate spaces)
1. Sex: Male Female
2. Age: 20 or under 21 - 30 3 1- 40 41 or above
3. Education: Secondary College/University Postgraduate
4. How much is the personal computer (CPU only) you are thinking to buy or you have already bought?
HK$1,000 or below $1,001 - $3,000 S3,001 - S5,000
$5,001 - $7,000 Above $7,000
5. At present, have you got any access to computer/personal computer?
No Yes, and the computer belongs to my company and/or
Yes, and the computer belongs to me
6. How often do you use computer?
Never use 1 - 2times aweek 3 - 4 times a week
More than 4 times a week
7. How often do you cncounter difficulties in computing?
Always with difficulties Sometimes with difficulties
Occasionally With difficulties Without difficulties
8. Do you read any computer magazine regularly?
No Yes and the computer magazine(s) I read is/arc
9. Personal income per month:
Below HKS3,000 S3,001- S6,000 S6,001- S9,000_
59,001- S12,000 Above S12,000
10. Your occupation:
11. Your position:
*** Thank you for your time and help ***
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ABSOLUTE EREQ FREQ FREQ
CODE FREQ (PCT) (PCT) (PCT)
1• 41 8.5 8.6 8.6
2. 45 9.4 9.5 18.1
8, 85 17.7 17.9 36.0
4. 126 26.2 26.5 62.5
5. 15 3.1 3.2 65 o7
6. 88 7.9 80 73.7
7® 28 5 o8 5.9 79 .6
0• 22 4.6 4.6 84.2
9. 26 5.4 5.5 89.7
10. 11 2.3 2.3 92.0
11. 14 2.9 2.9 94.9
16. 24 3.0 3.1 100.0
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ACCESS ACCESS TO . COMPUTER
CATEGORY LABEL
NO
COMPANY ' S COMPUTER
OWN COMPUTER







































TOTAL 480 100.0 100.0













COMPANY ' S COMPUTER
CWN CCMFUTER
COMPANY AND OWN COMP
FRIENDS OR FAHILY
FREQUENC Y

















Respondents' access to computer
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USE FREQ OF USING COMPUTER OR PC
CATEGORY LABEL
NEVER, RARELY
1-2 TIMES A WEEK
3-4 TIMES A WEEK
> 4 TIMES A WEEK
RELATIVE ADJUSTED CUM
ABSOLTE FREQ FREQ FREQ
CDDE FPEQ (PCT) (PCT) (PCT)
1. 27 5.6 5.7 5.7
2. 122 25.4 25.6 31.2
3. 52 10.8 10.9 42.1
4. 276 57.5 57.9 100.0
9. 3 0.6 MSSING 100.0
TOTAL 480 100.0 100.0
USE





1-2 TIMES A WEEK
3. 52
3-4 TIMES A WEEK
4. 276




MEAN 3.210 STD ERR 0.046 MCDE 4.000
STD DEV 1.009 KURTDCSIS -0.944 SKEWNESS
-0.762
VALID CASES 477 MISSING CASES 3
Respondents' frequency of using computer
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DIFF FREQ OF ENCOUNTERING DIFFICULTIES
RELATIVE ADJUSTED CUM
ABSOLUTE FREQ FREQ FREQ
CATEGORY LABEL CODE FREQ (PCT) (PCT) (PCT)
ALWAYS 1. 15 3.1 3.1 3.1
SOMETIMES 2. 90 18.3 18.9 22.0
OCCASIONALLY 3. 208 43.3 43.6 65.6
WITHOUT 4. 164 24.2 3.44 100.0
9. 3 0.6 MISSING 100.0
TOTAL 480 100.0 100.0










0 100 200 300 400 500
FREQUENCY
MEAN 3.092 STD ERR 0.037 MODE 3.000
STD DEV 0.807 KURTSSIS -0.375 SKEWNESS
-0.531
VALID CASEAS 477 MISSING CASES 3
Respondnts' frequency of encountering difficulties in
computing
174
READ OF COM MAG READ
CATEGORY LABEL
DO NOT READ
READ BUT NOT SPECIFY
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